
COST RECOVERY AND INCENTIVE MECHANISM OF DUKE ENERGY
CAROLINAS, LLC, FOR DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENT AND ENERGY
EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS¶7

(Docket No. E-7, Sub 1032, as Modified by the Commission, to be Effective January 1, 2022)¶8-9

The purpose of this Mechanism is to (1) allow Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
(Duke Energy Carolinas or the Company), to recover all reasonable and prudent
costs incurred for adopting and implementing new demand-side management (DSM)
and new energy efficiency (EE) measures in accordance with N.C. Gen. Stat. §
62-133.9, Commission Rules R8-68 and R8-69, prior Orders of the Commission, and
the additional principles set forth below; (2) establish certain requirements, in addition
to those of Commission Rule R8-68, for requests by Duke Energy Carolinas for
approval of DSM and EE programs; (3) establish the terms and conditions for the
recovery of Net Lost Revenues and a Portfolio Performance Incentive (PPI) to reward
Duke Energy Carolinas for adopting and implementing new DSM and EE measures
and programs in cases where the Commission deems such recovery and reward
appropriate, and (4) provide for an additional incentive to further encourage
kilowatt-hour (kWh) savings achievements. The definitions set out in N.C. Gen. Stat.
§ 62-133.8 and N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.9 and Commission Rules R8-68 and R8-69
apply to this Mechanism. For purposes of this Mechanism, the definitions listed below
also apply.¶10

Changes in the terms and conditions of this Mechanism shall be applied
prospectively only, to vintage years following any Commission order amending these
terms and conditions. Approved programs and measures shall continue to be subject
to the terms and conditions that were in effect when they were approved with respect
to the recovery of reasonable and prudent costs and Net Lost Revenues. With respect
to the recovery of the PPI, approved programs and measures shall continue to be
subject to the terms and conditions in effect in the vintage year that the measurement
unit was installed.¶11

Definitions¶12

1. Common costs are costs that are not attributable or reasonably
assignable or allocable to specific DSM or EE programs but are
necessary to design, implement, and operate the programs collectively.¶13

2. Costs include program costs (including those of pilot programs
approved by the Commission for inclusion in the Mechanism), common
costs, and, subject to Rule R8-69(b), any other costs approved by the
Commission for inclusion in the Mechanism. Costs include only those
expenditures appropriately allocable to the North Carolina retail
jurisdiction.¶14

3. Low-Income Programs or Low-Income Measures are DSM or EE

¶5

¶6
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programs, or DSM or EE measures approved by the Commission as15

programs or measuresto be provided specifically to low-income16-17

customers. that meet program eligibility criteria associated with an18-19

income qualification requirement used to determine eligibility of a
low-income program participant. At the time of requesting Commission
approval of new Low-Income Programs or Measure additions to existing
low-income programs with different eligibility criteria from those included
in existing approved low-income programs, the Company shall clearly
delineate the specific income qualification criteria proposed to be used
to determine eligibility to participate in the Programs or Measures.
Appropriate customer income qualification criteria may include the
following: (a) income level based on Federal Poverty Guidelines (FPG),
(b) participation in other State or Federal income qualified programs, or
(c) the participating premise being located in a geographic area meeting
certain income related criteria. ¶20

¶21

If a proposed income qualification criteria differs from those used in22

Low-Income Programs approved prior to 2024, such as 200% of the
FPG, the Company’s filing shall: (a) explain the rationale for changing
the proposed income qualification eligibility criteria, (b) explain how it
will increase opportunities for the Company’s low-income customers to
participate in DSM or EE programs, and (c) address any potential
impacts on existing Low-Income Programs and Measures and the
customers they target. If the proposed income qualification criteria
include provisions that are intended to target or have the effect of
targeting a significant number of customers that are above 200% of the
FPG, the Company’s filing shall: (a) demonstrate that exceeding 200%
of the FPG or other eligibility thresholds contained in existing approved
Low-Income Programs will allow the Company to utilize available
government funding opportunities aimed to assist low-income
customers; and (b) explain how increasing the applicable thresholds will
not decrease opportunities for customers at or below 200% of the FPG
to participate in DSM or EE programs. ¶
¶23

Beginning with the Company’s 2026 annual DSM/EE rider filing, the24

Company shall include an exhibit clearly showing the following for each
vintage year beginning with 2025: (a) the number of
premises/customers that participated in one of the Company’s low
income programs; (b) the energy and capacity savings achieved through
each low income program; (c) the total revenue requirement (program
costs, net lost revenues, and PPI/PRI) included in the Rider associated
with low income programs; (d) the impact to the average residential
customer’s bill of providing low-income DSM/EE programs to low
income customers; (e) the system benefits generated by the energy and
capacity savings associated with low income programs; and (f) the
actual UCT cost effectiveness score produced during the vintage year. ¶
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¶25

During the next mechanism review, the parties shall evaluate the26

effectiveness and cost impacts of utilizing multiple low-income eligibility
criteria, adhering to the statutory requirement that no public utility shall
make or grant any unreasonable preference or advantage to any person
or subject any person to any unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage.¶

4. Measure means, with respect to EE, an “"energy efficiency measure,”"27-30

as defined in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.8(a)(4), that is new under G.S.
62- 133.9(a); and, with respect to DSM, an activity, initiative, or
equipment, physical, or program change, that is new under N.C. Gen.
Stat. § 62- 133.9(a) and satisfies the definition of “demand-side
management” as set forth in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.8(a)(2).¶31

5. Measurement unit means the basic unit that is used to measure and
track the (a) incurred costs; (b) Net Lost Revenues; and (c) net kilowatt
(kW), kWh, and dollar savings net of Net-to-Gross (NTG) for DSM or EE
measures installed in each vintage year. A measurement unit may
consist of an individual measure or bundles of measures. Measurement
units shall be requested by Duke Energy Carolinas and established by
the Commission for each program in the program approval process, and
shall be subject to modification by the Commission when appropriate. If
measurement units have not been established for a particular program,
the measurement units for that program shall be the individual
measures, unless the Commission determines otherwise.¶32

6. Measurement unit’'s life means the estimated number of years that33-34

equipment or customer treatment associated with a measurement unit
will operate if properly maintained or activities associated with the
measurement unit will continue to be cost-effective, and produce energy
(kWh) or peak demand (kW) savings, unless the Commission
determines otherwise.¶35

7. Net Found Revenues means any increases in revenues resulting from
any activity by Duke Energy Carolinas’ public utility operations that
causes a customer to increase demand or energy consumption,
whether or not that activity has been approved pursuant to Rule R8-68.
The dollar value of Net Found Revenues will be determined in a manner
consistent with the determination of the dollar value of NLR provided in
Paragraph No. 8 below. In determining which activities constitute Net
Found Revenues, the “decision tree” adopted by Order in Docket No.
E-7, Sub 831 on February 8, 2011, should be applied. Net Found
Revenues may be reduced, if such reduction is approved as reasonable
and appropriate by the Commission, by a decrease in revenues
resulting from an activity by Duke Energy Carolinas’ public utility
operations that causes a customer to reduce demand or energy
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consumption (negative found revenues). To be approved, it must be
demonstrated that the activity producing the negative found revenues
reduces the profitability of the Company. Additionally, the total amount
of Net Found Revenues for a given vintage year will not be reduced to a
level below zero by the inclusion of negative found revenues.¶36

8. Net Lost Revenues means Duke Energy Carolinas’ revenue losses, net
of marginal costs avoided at the time of the lost kWh sale(s), or in the
case of purchased power, in the applicable billing period, incurred by
Duke Energy Carolinas’' public utility operations as the result of a new37-38

DSM or EE measure. A PPI shall not be considered in the calculation of
Net Lost Revenues or Net Lost Revenue recovery.¶39

9. Net-to-gross (NTG) factor means an adjustment factor used to compute
the net kW/kWh savings by accounting for but not limited to such
behavioral effects as rebound, free ridership, moral hazard, free drivers,
and spillover.¶40

¶41

10. Non-Energy Benefits (NEBS) means a variety of positive and negative42-43

effects to utilities, participants, and society beyond electric savings
realized due to program interventions. The identification and valuation
of the NEBS will be consistent with the April 25, 2023, report by
Skumatz Economic Research Associates, Inc., entitled “Non-Energy
Benefits/ Non-Energy Impacts (NEBS/NEIS) for Selected Programs in
the Duke Energy Carolinas and Duke Energy Progress Portfolios.” The
NEBS Multipliers are located on Page 11 of the report in Figure ES.7:
Estimated Multiplicative “Adders” by Perspective for the Programs -
(Ratio of NEBs/NEIs) over Program Bill Savings. The NEBS values will
be utilized until the next NEBS analysis is ordered by the Commission.
Any subsequent NEBS study will continue to estimate NEBS associated
with the TRC, as well as continue to evaluate any potential NEBS that
could be applicable to the UCT.¶

11. 10. Program means a collection of new DSM or EE measures with similar44-45

objectives that have been consolidated for purposes of delivery, administration,
and cost recovery, and that have been or will be adopted on or after January 1,
2007, including subsequent changes and modifications.¶46

12. 11. Program costs are costs that are attributable to specific DSM or EE programs47-48

and include all appropriate capital costs (including cost of capital and depreciation
expenses), common costs, reasonably assignable or allocable administrative and
general costs, implementation costs, incentive payments to program participants,
operating costs, and evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) costs, net
of any grants, tax credits, or other reductions in cost received by the utility from
outside parties.¶49
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13. 12. Portfolio Performance Incentive (PPI) means a utility incentive payment to50-51

Duke Energy Carolinas as a bonus or reward for adopting and implementing new
(as defined in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.9(a)) EE or DSM measures and/or
Programs. The PPI is based on the sharing of avoided cost savings, net of
Program Costs, achieved by those DSM and EE Programs in the aggregate. The
PPI is also subject to certain limitations as further set forth in this Mechanism. PPI
excludes Net Lost Revenues.¶52

14. 13. Program Return Incentive (PRI) means a utility incentive payment to Duke53-54

Energy Carolinas for adopting and implementing programs that fail to pass the
Utility Cost Test, but are approved by the Commission due to the societal benefit
they provide, such as low-income programs. For this type of programs, the PRI will
be based on a percentage of the net present value of the avoided costs savings
achieved by those DSM and EE Programs. The PRI is subject to certain additional
factors and limitations, as further set forth in this Mechanism.¶55

15. 14. Total Resource Cost (TRC) test means a cost-effectiveness test that measures56-57

the net costs of a DSM or EE program as a resource option based on the total
costs of the program, including both the participants’' costs and the utility’'s58-61

costs (excluding incentives paid by the utility to or on behalf of
participants). The benefits for the TRC test are avoided supply costs,
i.e., the reduction in generation capacity costs, transmission and
distribution costs, and energy costs caused by a load reduction. The
avoided supply costs shall be calculated using net program savings, i.e.,
savings net of changes in energy use that would have happened in the
absence of the program. Non-energy benefits, as approved by the
Commission, maywill be consideredused in the determination of TRC62-65

results beginning in Vintage 2025. The value of NEBs for all programs66

not specifically targeting low income customers will be calculated by
applying the weighted average utility system NEBS multiplier of 1.98 to
the value of energy savings in the numerator of the cost-effectiveness
test. The value of NEBs for all programs specifically targeting low
income customers will be calculated by applying a NEBS Multiplier
Value of 2.22 (the average of the DEC IQ NES and DEC IQ Wx
multipliers) to the value of energy savings in the numerator of the
cost-effectiveness test. The costs for the TRC test are the net program
or portfolio costs incurred by the utility and participants, and the
increased supply costs for any periods in which load is increased. All
costs of equipment, installation, operation and maintenance (O&M),
removal (less salvage value), and administration, no matter who pays
for them, are included in this test. Any tax credits are considered a
reduction to costs in this test.¶67

16. 15. Utility Cost Test (UCT) means a cost-effectiveness test that measures the net68-69

costs of a DSM or EE program as a resource option based on the costs incurred
by the utility (including incentive costs paid by the utility to or on behalf of
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participants) and excluding any net costs incurred by the participant. The benefits
for the UCT are avoided supply costs, i.e., the reduction in generation capacity
costs, transmission and distribution costs, and energy costs caused by a load
reduction. The avoided supply costs shall be calculated using net program savings,
i.e., savings net of changes in energy use that would have happened in the
absence of the program. The costs for the UCT are the net program or portfolio
costs incurred by the utility and the increased supply costs for any periods in which
load is increased. Utility costs include initial and annual costs, such as the cost of
utility equipment, O&M, installation, program administration, incentives paid to
participants and participant dropout and removal of equipment (less salvage
value).¶70

17. 16. Vintage year means an identified 12-month period in which a specific DSM or71-72

EE measure is installed for an individual participant or group of participants.¶73

Term¶74

18. 17. This Mechanism shall continue until terminated pursuant to Order of the75-76

Commission.¶77

Application for Approval of Programs¶78

19. 18. In evaluating potential DSM/EE measures and programs for selection and79-80

implementation, Duke Energy Carolinas will first perform a qualitative measure
screening to ensure measures are:¶81

(a) Commercially available and sufficiently mature.
(b) Applicable to the Duke Energy Carolinas service area

demographics and climate.
(c) Feasible for a utility DSM/EE program.¶82

20. 19. Duke Energy Carolinas will then further screen EE and DSM measures for83-84

cost-effectiveness. For purposes of this screening, estimated incremental EM&V
costs attributable to the measures shall be included in the measures’ costs. With
the exception of measures included in Low-Income Programs or other
non-cost-effective programs with similar societal benefits as approved by the
Commission, an EE or DSM measure with an estimated UCT result less than 1.0
will not be considered further, unless the measure can be bundled into an EE or
DSM Program to enhance the overall cost- effectiveness of that program.
Measures under consideration for bundling, whether as part of a new Program or
into an existing Program, should, unless otherwise approved by the Commission,
be consistent with and related to the measure technologies, and/or delivery
channels currently offered in the existing Program or to be otherwise offered in the
new Program.¶85

¶86
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21. ¶87-88

(a) 20. With the exception of Low-Income Programs or other non-cost-effective89-90

programs with similar societal benefits as approved by the Commission, all
programs submitted for approval will have an estimated UCT result greater
than 1.00. Additionally, for purposes of calculating cost-effectiveness for
program approval, consistent with the Commission’s Orders in91

Docket Nos. E-7, Sub 1130 and E-7, Sub 1164, the Company
shall use projected avoided capacity and energy benefits
specifically calculated for the program, as derived from the
underlying resource plan, production cost model, and cost inputs
that generated the avoided capacity and avoided energy92

creditssystem benefits reflected in the most recent93-94

Commission-approved Biennial Determination of Avoided Cost95

Rates for Electric Utility Purchases from Qualifying Facilities as
of’s most recently adopted CPIRP as of December 31 of the year96

immediately preceding the date of the annual DSM/EE rider filing97-98

for the new program approval. However, for the calculation of the
underlying avoided energy credits to be used to derive the
program-specific avoided energy benefits, the calculation will be
based on the. The projected EE portfolio hourly shape, rather99-100

than the assumed 24x7 100 MW reduction typically used to
represent a qualifying facility. For is used for the purposes of101

determining cost-effectiveness, estimated incremental EM&V102

costs attributable to each program shall be included in program
costs.the avoided energy benefit; however, to ensure that energy103

efficiency is primarily avoiding marginal fossil fuel generation,
future incremental renewable energy resources (those renewable
energy resources not yet in- service, under construction, or
included in an existing third-party contract for renewable energy
at the time of the CPIRP filing) are removed from the CPIRP for
purposes of determining the avoided energy benefit. For the
purposes of determining avoided capacity benefits for EE/DSM
resources, the levelized costs over the recognized life of a
dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity resource are used.
Beginning in 2025, a Hydrogen-Capable Advanced Class CT,
including fixed O&M, major maintenance costs and intrastate fuel
transportation costs, will be utilized as the pure capacity resource
until an alternative dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity
resource is identified in future CPIRPs. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, Duke Energy Carolinas will comply, however, with104

Rule R8- 60(i)(6)(iii), which requires that Duke Energy Carolinas’
biennial Integrated Resource PlanCPIRP, revised as applicable105-106

in its annual report, include certain information regarding the
measures and programs that it evaluated but rejected. The107

avoided system capacity and energy benefits developed for
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8¶1-2

purposes of DSM/EE program evaluation is specific to
assessment of EE/DSM programs.  ¶108

¶109

The system capacity benefit value associated with avoided110

capacity savings from non-legacy demand side management
resources (i.e, those demand-side resources not included as a
resource in the Company’s approved 2018 IRP)1 shall be based111-113

on the seasonal allocation from the resource adequacy plan used
in the Company’s most recently-approved CPIRP or biennial
avoided cost proceeding as of December 31 of the year
preceding the date of the annual DSM/EE rider filing.¶
¶114

(b) Moreover, because energy efficiency is the modeled as a load115-116

modifier in the CPIRP, for the Calculation of the underlying
avoided capacity benefits, when authorized pursuant to
Commission Rule R8-69(c) and unless the Commission
determines otherwise in a G.S. 62-133.9 DSM/EE Rider
proceeding, the Company shall be permitted to recognize the
impact of the Reserve Margin Adjustment Factor used in the
determination of the PPI and PRI values for its energy efficiency
programs. The Reserve Margin Adjustment Factor is equivalent
to (1 + Reserve Margin) / (Performance Adjustment Factor) and
will be applied to the avoided capacity benefits of all energy
efficiency programs. The Reserve Margin employed shall be
based upon the value reflected in the most recent Commission
adopted CPIRP proceeding as of December 31 of the year
immediately preceding the date of the annual DSM/EE rider
filing. The Performance Adjustment Factor employed shall be
based upon value reflected in the most recent Commission
approved Biennial Avoided Cost proceeding as of December 31
of the year immediately preceding the date of the annual
DSM/EE rider filing.¶

22. 21. If a program fails the economic test in Paragraph 201 above, Duke Energy117-120

Carolinas will determine if certain measures can be removed from the
program to satisfy the criteria established in Paragraph 201.¶121-123

23. 22. Nothing in this Mechanism relieves Duke Energy Carolinas from its obligation to124-125

comply with Commission Rule R8-68 when filing for approval of DSM or EE
measures or programsother than the Energy Innovation Program described below126

in Paragraph 31. As specifically required by Rule R8- 68(c)(3)(iii), Duke Energy
Carolinas shall, in its filings for approval of measures and programs, describe in

1  Order Approving DSM/EE Rider, Subject to Final Billing Factors and Proposed Customer Notice, Docket No. E-2,112

Sub 1252, issued Dec. 17, 2020.  ¶
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detail the industry-accepted methods to be used to collect and analyze data;
measure and analyze program participation; and evaluate, measure, verify, and
validate estimated energy and peak demand savings. Duke Energy Carolinas shall
provide a schedule for reporting the results of this EM&V process to the
Commission. The EM&V process description should describe not only the
methodologies used to produce the impact estimates utilized, but also any
methodologies the Company considered and rejected. Specifically, the Company’s127

filings shall clearly identify the proposed baseline category to be used to determine
energy savings for all Programs and Measures, including the measures for which
the Company proposes to determine impacts utilizing an “as found” baseline; the
measures for which it proposes to use the existing efficiency standard as the
baseline; and the measures for which it proposes to use a de facto baseline
determined through market research. The Company shall provide the rationale
supporting the use of its proposed baseline for the applicable Program or
Measures. For any such Programs or Measures, the filing will also detail the
specific EM&V protocols that will be utilized to appropriately measure and verify the
impacts. Additionally, if Duke Energy Carolinas plans to use an independent third
party for purposes of EM&V, it shall identify the third party and include all third-party
costs in its filing.¶128

24. 23. For those programs first approved in Duke Energy Carolinas’ South Carolina129-130

jurisdiction and subsequently in its North Carolina jurisdiction, net dollar savings
achieved in the South Carolina jurisdiction will be eligible for consideration of
inclusion in the determination of the incentive to be approved by the Commission.¶131

Program Management¶132

25. 24. In each annual DSM/EE cost recovery filing, Duke Energy Carolinas shall (a) ¶133-136

(a) perform prospective cost-effective test evaluations for each of its137

approved DSM and EE programs, (b) perform prospective aggregated
portfolio-level cost-effectiveness test evaluations for its approved
DSM/EE programs (including any common costs not reasonably
assignable or allocable to individual programs), and (c) include these
prospective cost- effectiveness test results in its DSM/EE rider
application.¶138

26. 25. Consistent with the Commission’s Orders in Docket Nos. E-7, Sub 1130 and139-140

E-7, Sub 1164, for purposes of calculating prospective cost-effectiveness in each
DSM/EE rider proceeding to be used to determine whether a program should
remain in the portfolio, the Company shall assess each program by:¶141

(a) Using projected avoidedutility system capacity and energy142-143

benefits specifically calculated for eachthe program, as derived144-145

from the underlying resource plan, production cost model, and
cost inputs that generated the avoided capacity and avoided146

energy creditssystem benefits reflected in the most recent147-148
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Commission-approved Biennial Determination of Avoided Cost149

Rates for Electric Utility Purchases from Qualifying Facilities’s150

most recently adopted CPIRP as of December 31 of the year
immediately preceding the date of the annual DSM/EE rider
filing. However,The projected EE portfolio hourly shape is used151-152

for the calculationpurposes of determining the underlying avoided153-156

energy credits to be used to derive the program- specificbenefit;157-158

however, to ensure that energy efficiency is primarily avoiding
marginal fossil fuel generation, future incremental renewable
energy resources are removed from the CPIRP for purposes of
determining the avoided energy benefit. For the purposes of159

determining avoided capacity benefits for EE/DSM resources, the160

calculation20- year levelized costs of a dispatchable161-162

clean-energy pure capacity resource are used. Beginning in
2025, a Hydrogen-Capable Advanced Class CT, including fixed
O&M and intrastate fuel transportation costs, will be based163

onutilized as the projected EE portfolio hourly shape, rather than164-165

the assumed 24x7 100 MW reduction typically used to represent
a qualifying facility pure capacity resource until an alternative166

dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity resource is identified in
future CPIRPs; and,¶167-168

(b) Evaluating each cost-effectiveness test using projections of
participation, savings, program costs, and benefits for the
upcoming vintage year.¶169

27. 26. The parties acknowledge that prospective cost-effectiveness evaluations are170-171

snapshots of the program’'s performance, and that ongoing cost-172-173

effectiveness is impacted by many factors outside the Company’'s174-175

control, including but not limited to market and economic conditions,
avoided costs, and government mandates. The parties shall continue to
work to maintain the cost-effectiveness of its portfolio and individual
programs. However, for any program that initially demonstrates a UCT,
determined pursuant to Paragraph 245 above of less than 1.00, the176-177

Company shall include a discussion in its annual DSM/EE rider
proceeding of the actions being taken to maintain or improve
cost-effectiveness, or alternatively, its plans to terminate the program.¶178

28. 27. For programs that demonstrate a prospective UCT, determined pursuant to179-180

Paragraph 245 above, of less than 1.00 in a second DSM/EE rider181-182

proceeding, the Company shall include a discussion of what actions it
has taken to improve cost-effectiveness. Fluctuations of UCT above and
below 1.0 should be addressed on a case by case basis.¶183

29. 28. For programs that demonstrate a prospective UCT, determined pursuant to184-185

Paragraph 245 above, of less than 1.00 in a third DSM/EE rider186-187
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proceeding, the Company shall terminate the program effective at the
end of the year following the DSM/EE rider order, unless otherwise
ordered by the Commission.¶188

30. 29. The Company will seek to leverage available state and federal funds to operate189-190

effective efficiency programs. Its application for such funds will be transparent with
respect to the cost, operation, and profitability of programs operated with those
funds in a manner consistent with its authorized revenue recovery mechanism.
Use of such funds helps offset the participant’s project costs and is supplemental to
Duke Energy Carolinas’ incentives to participants. As such, these funds will not
change the impacts or cost-effectiveness of Duke Energy Carolinas’ programs as
calculated using the UCT. Further, the amount of avoided costs recognized by the
Company will not be reduced if participants also use state or federal funds to offset
any portion of their project costs.¶191

¶192

Efficiency Innovation Program¶193

¶194

31. Beginning in Vintage 2025, the Company’s EE/DSM Portfolio shall195-196

include an Efficiency Innovation Program. This Program will have an
annual budget that shall not exceed $1 million, which shall be utilized by
the Company to test and evaluate new energy efficiency technologies
and equipment and program designs in a rapid manner. ¶
¶197

a) The Efficiency Innovation Program is not subject to Commission198-199

Rule R8-68.¶
¶200

b) The Company shall ensure that all tests, pilots, and projects included201-203

in the Efficiency Innovation Program that directly involve customers
are equitable and not unreasonably discriminatory. ¶204

¶205

¶206

c) Beginning with the Company’s projection of Vintage 2025 in its207-208

annual EE/DSM rider filing, the Company will provide an explanation
of potential tests, projects or pilots that the Company will perform
during the Vintage Year. The explanation shall describe each
project, including the following details:¶
¶209

1) The purpose or learning objective of the project;¶210

2) The proposed metrics to be measured and evaluated;¶211

3) The estimated cost of the project;¶212

4) The proposed duration of the project; and¶213

5) The potential number of customers involved in the project.¶214

¶215

d) The Company will file Notification with the Commission of the216-217

following:¶
¶218
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1) If the Company seeks to add or cancel any tests, pilots or219

projects to the Efficiency Innovation Program for a particular
Vintage Year.  ¶
2) If the forecasted cost of any test, pilot or project within a220

Vintage Year increase by more than 25%.¶
¶221

e) During the course of the Vintage Year 2025, the Company will222-223

provide updates regarding the projects funded through the Efficiency
Innovation Program at least two meetings of the Collaborative.¶

¶224

f) Beginning with the Company’s first applicable Annual EE/DSM Rider225-226

filing and in future annual EE/DSM Rider filings, the Company will
provide a summary of the progress of the different projects included
in the Efficiency Innovation Program that will include the following:¶

¶227

¶228

1) The purpose or learning objective of the project;¶229

2) The proposed metrics to be measured and evaluated;¶230

3) The estimated cost of the project;¶231

4) The proposed duration of the project; ¶232

5) The potential number of customers involved in the project; and¶233

6) Any plans to utilize the results of the projects as the basis for234

future stand-alone EE/DSM pilots and programs.¶
¶235

g) The Efficiency Innovation Program will be considered a new energy236-237

efficiency program included in the Company’s portfolio and prudently
incurred costs will be reviewed and eligible for cost recovery through
the annual EE/DSM Rider but will not be eligible for recovery of net
lost revenues and PPI or PRI, because the program is not subject to
cost effectiveness screening.¶

¶238

h) While the Efficiency Innovation Program annual expenditures shall239-240

not exceed the annual vintage year budget of $1 million dollars, the
actual program expenditures will be reconciled as part of the
reconciliation process for the vintage year in the Company’s annual
EE/DSM Rider filing.¶

¶241

¶242

i) No direct costs associated with any tests, pilots, and projects243-244

included in the Efficiency Innovation Program will be eligible for cost
recovery through any means or mechanism beyond their inclusion
within the Company’s annual EE/DSM Rider.¶

Program Modifications¶245

32. 30. Modifications to Commission-approved DSM/EE programs will be made using246-247
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the Flexibility Guidelines filed on February 6, 2012, in Docket No. E- 7, Sub 831,
and approved July 16, 2012, by the Commission. Modifications filed with the
Commission for approval will be evaluated under the same guidelines and
parameters used in DEC’s most recently filed DSM/EE rider proceeding.¶248

33. 31. If under the Flexibility Guidelines Commission approval of a modification is249-250

required, the Company shall file a petition prior to the implementation of the
program change no later than 30 days prior to the proposed effective date,
pursuant to Commission Rule R8-68.¶251

34. 32. If under the Flexibility Guidelines advance notice is required, Duke Energy252-253

Carolinas shall file all program changes no later than 45 days prior to the proposed
effective date of the change using the Advance Notice Program Modifications
Reporting Template (Template). If any party has concern about the proposed
program modification, it shall file comments with the Commission within 25 days of
the Company’s filing.¶254

35. 33. The Company shall file on a quarterly basis using the Template a notification of255-256

all program changes that have been made without Commission preapproval or
advance notice.¶257

36. 34. Whenever a change in a program or measure goes into effect, the baseline258-259

cost effectiveness test results should be reset for the purposes of applying the
Flexibility Guidelines to subsequent modifications.¶260

Evaluation, Measurement and Verification¶261

¶262

37.264

(a) 35. EM&V of programs, conducted by an independent third-party using a263-265

nationally recognized protocol, will be performed to ensure that programs
remain cost-effective. This protocol may be modified with approval of the
Commission to reflect the evolution of best practices.¶266

¶267

(b) In order to create transparency related to the development of268-269

EM&V plans, in its annual EE/DSM Rider filing, the Company will
provide testimony detailing all of the projected EM&V plans
anticipated to be developed in the calendar year in which the
rider filing is made. Additionally, prior to implementing any new
EM&V plans or making material modifications to existing EM&V
Plans, the Company will share the EM&V plans or modifications
with the Public Staff and will share them with other stakeholders
upon request. The Public Staff and any stakeholder electing to
receive the EM&V plan may provide feedback on the EM&V
Plans or major modifications within 10 days of receiving the
EM&V plan, and the Companies shall notify a party within 10
days of receipt of the feedback of what actions, if any, they
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intend to take in response to the feedback, and justification if the
Companies disagree with the feedback.¶

38. 36. EM&V will also include updates of any net-to-gross (NTG) factors related to270-271

previous NTG estimates for programs and measures. All of the updated
information will be used in evaluating the continued cost-effectiveness of existing
programs and portfolios, but updates to NTG estimates will not be applied272

retrospectively to measures that have already been installed or273

programsprogram participation that have alreadyhas been274-277

completedrecognized prior to the completion of the EM&V report. If it278-279

becomes apparent during the implementation of a program that NTG
factors are substantially different than anticipated, the Company will file
appropriate program adjustments with the Commission.¶37. Pursuant to280-282

the EM&V Agreement approved by the Commission in Docket No. E-7, Sub 979,
for the Company’s EE programs, with the exception of the Non-Residential
Smart$aver Custom Rebate Program, initial EM&V results shall be applied
retrospectively to the beginning of the program offering to replace initial estimates of
impacts. For the purposes of the vintage true-ups, these initial EM&V results will be
considered actual results for a program until the next EM&V results are received.
The new EM&V results will then be considered actual results going forward and
applied prospectively for the purposes of truing up vintages from the first day of the
month immediately following the month in which the study participation sample for
the EM&V was completed. This EM&V will then continue to apply and be
considered actual results until it is superseded by new EM&V results, if any.¶283

39. 38. EM&V for the Non-Residential Smart$aver Custom Rebate Program does not284-285

apply retrospectively and this program shall be trued up based on the actual
participants and actual projects undertaken.¶286

Opt-Outs for Industrial Customers and Certain Commercial Customers¶287

40. 39. Pursuant to Commission Rule R8-69(d), commercial customers with annual288-289

consumption of 1,000,000 kWh or greater in the billing months of the prior calendar
year and all industrial customers may, by meeting certain requirements, elect not to
participate in DSM/EE measures for which cost recovery is allowed through the
DSM/EE rider and the DSM/EE EMF rider. For purposes of application of this
option, a customer is defined as a metered account billed under a single
application of a Company rate tariff. For commercial accounts, once one account
meets the opt-out eligibility requirement, all other accounts billed to the same entity
with lesser annual usage located on the same or contiguous properties are also
eligible to opt out of the DSM/EE rider and the DSM/EE EMF rider.¶290

41. 40. Pursuant to the Commission’s Orders in Docket No. E-7, Sub 938, eligible291-292

non-residential customers may opt out of either or both of the DSM and EE
categories of programs for one or more vintage years, as well as opt back into
either or both the categories for a later vintage year. If a customer opts back into the
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DSM category, it cannot opt out again for three years; however, a customer has
the freedom to opt in or out of the EE category for each vintage year. Additionally, if
a customer opts out of paying the Rider for a vintage year after one or more in
which the customer was “opted in”; the Company can charge the customer
subsequent DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF Riders only for those vintage years in
which the customer actually participated in a DSM/EE program.¶293

42. 41. Eligible customers may opt out of the Company’s EE or DSM programs each294-295

calendar year during the annual two-month enrollment period between November
1 and December 31 immediately prior to a new DSM/EE rider becoming effective
on January 1. Eligible new customers have sixty days after beginning service to opt
out.¶296

43. 42. In addition to the two month opt out period between November 1 and297-298

December 31 prior to the new DSM/EE rider becoming effective, during the first
week of March (5 business days), customers who have previously opted out may
elect to opt in and participate in EE and/or DSM programs during the remainder of
the vintage year. Any customer choosing to opt in during the March window would
be back-billed for the rider amount that they would have paid had the chosen to
participate during the November/December enrollment period.¶299

Collaborative¶300

44. 43. Duke Energy Carolinas will continue to conduct quarterly collaborative301-302

stakeholder meetings for the purpose of collaborating on new program ideas,
reviewing modifications to existing programs, ensuring an accurate public
understanding of the programs and funding, reviewing the EM&V process, giving
periodic status reports on program progress, helping to set EM&V priorities,
providing recommendations for the submission of applications to revise or extend
programs and rate structures, and guiding efforts to expand cost-effective
programs for low-income customers.¶303

45. 44. The Collaborative should continue to be comprised of a broad spectrum of304-305

regional stakeholders that represent a balanced interest in the Company’s
DSM/EE effort and its impacts, as well as national EE advocates and experts. A306

third party mayTo facilitate the discussionsexpeditious advancement of307-309

new programs and enhancements, the Collaborative will convene
focused l working groups of interested parties to further investigate
initiatives and topics. The Company will report to the Collaborative on
the progress of all established working groups and will provide an
annual update to the Commission, on establishment and progress of
any working groups convened during a vintage year in the Annual
DSM/EE Rider filing. The collaborative will continue to determine its own
rules of operation, including the process for setting the agendas and
activities of the group, consistent with these terms. Members agree to
participate in the advisory group in good faith consistent with mutually
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agreed upon rules of participation. Meetings are open to additional
parties who agree to the participation rules.¶310

¶311

The Company will send the agenda for each bimonthly Collaborative312

meeting to all interested parties, including attorneys acting as legal
counsel, 21 days before the meeting to allow potential participants to
select an appropriate attendee. Parties who are unable to attend the
bimonthly Collaborative meeting can provide feedback on agenda topics
in advance of such meeting. Within 24 hours of the meeting concluding,
the Company will send the slide deck representing all the topics
discussed in the meeting, along with a summary of each agenda item. If
attorneys acting as legal counsel find that any of the topics in the
agenda are relevant to the organization(s) they represent and warrant
additional discussion, they may request and the Company will schedule
an informal working group before the next bimonthly Collaborative
meeting. The company will make all reasonable efforts to engage all
interested parties prior to scheduling the bimonthly meetings when
possible.¶

46. 45. Duke Energy Carolinas will provide information related to the development of313-314

EE and DSM to stakeholders in a transparent manner. The Company agrees to
disclose program-related data at a level of detail similar to that which it has
disclosed in other states or as disclosed by other regulated utilities in the Carolinas.
The Company will share all aspects of the development and evaluation of
programs, including the EM&V process. As part of regularly scheduled EM&V315

updates to Collaborative, the Company will provide updates on the creation of new
EM&V plans and any material modifications to existing EM&V plans and will make
the new EM&V plans and modified EM&V plans available at the request of any
stakeholder.¶316

47. 46. At its discretion, the Company may require confidentiality agreements with317-318

members who wish to review confidential data or any calculations that could be
used to determine the data. Disclosure of this data would harm Duke Energy
Carolinas competitively and could result in financial harm to its customers.¶319

48. 47. Participation in the advisory group shall not preclude any party from320-321

participating in any Commission proceedings.¶322

General Structure of Riders¶323

49. 48. All DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders shall be calculated and charged to324-325

customers based on the revenue requirements for each separate vintage year.
Separate DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders shall be calculated for the Residential
customer class and those rate schedules within the Non- Residential customer
class that have Duke Energy Carolinas DSM/EE program options in which they
can participate. One integrated (prospective) DSM/EE rider and one integrated
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DSM/EE EMF rider shall be calculated for the Residential class, to be effective
each rate year. The integrated Residential DSM/EE EMF rider shall include all
true-ups for each vintage year appropriately considered in each proceeding.
Pursuant to the Commission’s Orders in Docket No. E-7, Sub 938, separate DSM
and EE billing factors shall be calculated for the Non-Residential class. Additionally,
the Non-Residential DSM and EE EMF billing factors shall be determined
separately for each vintage year appropriately considered in each proceeding, so
that the factors can be appropriately charged to Non- Residential customers based
on their opt-in/out status and participation for each vintage year.¶326

48A. 50A. The annual filing date of DEC’s DSM/EE rider application,327-328

supporting testimony, and exhibits will be no later than 98 days prior to
the hearing date prescribed by Commission Rule (currently the first
Tuesday of June of each calendar year). Should the Company become
aware prior to filing of a determined or possible change in the hearing
date, the Company shall strive to file its application and associated
documents no later than 98 days prior to the changed hearing date.¶329

48B. 50B. DEC shall not request that the annual hearing to consider the330-331

proposed DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders be held sooner than 98
days after the filing date of the Company’s application, supporting
testimony, and Exhibits.¶332

Cost Recovery¶333

51. 49. As provided in Rule R8-69 and N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.9(d), Duke Energy334-335

Carolinas shall be allowed to recover, through the DSM/EE rider, all reasonable
and prudent costs reasonably and appropriately estimated to be incurred in
expenses during the current rate period for DSM and EE programs that have been
approved by the Commission under Rule R8-68 and for the Efficiency Innovation336

Program, as outlined in Paragraph 31 of this Mechanism. As permitted by N.C.
Gen. Stat. § 62-133.9(d), any of the Stipulating Parties may propose a procedure
for the deferral and amortization in future DSM/EE riders of all or a portion of Duke
Energy Carolinas’ reasonable and prudent costs to the extent those costs are
intended to produce future benefits.¶337

52. 50. The DSM/EE EMF rider shall reflect the difference between the reasonable338-339

and prudent costs incurred during the applicable test period (vintage year) and the
revenues actually realized during such test period under the DSM/EE rider then in
effect.¶340

53. 51. The cost and expense information filed by Duke Energy Carolinas pursuant to341-342

Commission Rules R8-68(c) and R8-69(f) shall be categorized by measurement
unit or program, as applicable, and vintage year, consistent with the presentation
included in the Company’s application.¶343
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54. 52. In accordance with Commission Rule R8-69(b)(6), Duke Energy Carolinas may344-345

implement deferral accounting for over- and under recoveries of costs that are
eligible for recovery through the annual DSM/EE rider. The balance in the deferral
account(s), net of deferred income taxes, may accrue a return at the net-of-tax rate
of return approved in Duke Energy Carolinas’ then most recent general rate case.
The methodology used for the calculation of interest shall be the same as that
typically utilized for the Company’s Existing DSM Program rider proceeding (taking
into account any extensions of the EMF measurement period pursuant to
Commission Rule R8- 69(b)(2)). Pursuant to Commission Rule R8-69(c)(3), the
Company is not allowed to accrue a return on Net Lost Revenues or the PPI.¶346

55. 53. For purposes of cost recovery through the DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders,347-348

system-level costs shall be allocated to the North Carolina retail jurisdiction by use
of the North Carolina and South Carolina allocation determinants in the following
manner (no costs of any approved DSM or EE program will be allocated to the
wholesale jurisdiction):¶349

a. (a) For EE programs, the costs of each program will be allocated based350-351

on the annual energy requirements of North Carolina and South
Carolina retail customers (grossed up for line losses), as reflected in the
annual cost of service studies.¶352

b. (b) For DSM programs, the aggregated costs of DSM programs will be353-354

allocated based on the annual summer coincident peakproduction355-356

demand ofallocation method approved for North Carolina and South357-358

Carolina retail customers, as reflected in the annual cost of service
studies.¶359

56. 54. The allocation factors and inputs used to allocate the estimated rate period360-361

costs of DSM and EE programs shall be those drawn from the most recently filed
cost of service study at the time the annual cost recovery filing is made. The
allocations of costs shall be trued up at the time that finalized and trued- up costs362

for a given test period are initially passed through the DSM/EE EMF, using the
most recently filed cost of service study at the time the filing is made (but for no later
year than the vintage year being trued up). For subsequent true-ups of that vintage
year, the cost of service study used will be the same as that used for the initial
true-up.¶363

57. 55. For purposes of recovery through the DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders, the364-365

Company’s North Carolina retail jurisdictional costs for approved DSM and EE
programs and measures shall be assigned or allocated to North Carolina retail
customer classes as follows. For EE programs offered to Residential or
Non-Residential customers, the North Carolina retail jurisdictional costs will be
directly assigned to the customer group to which the program is offered. For DSM
programs, the aggregated North Carolina retail jurisdictional cost of those programs
will be allocated to the Residential and Non-Residential classes based on the
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contribution of each class to the North Carolina retail jurisdictional peak demand
used to make the jurisdictional allocation. The process of estimating and truing up
the class assignments and allocations will be the same as practiced for
jurisdictional allocations.¶366

Net Lost Revenues¶367

58. 56. Unless otherwise ordered by the Commission, when authorized pursuant to368-369

Rule R8-69(c), Duke Energy Carolinas shall be permitted to recover, through the
DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders, Net Lost Revenues associated with the
implementation of approved DSM or EE measurement units, subject to the
restrictions set out below.¶370

59. 57. The North Carolina retail kWh sales reductions that result from an approved371-372

measurement unit installed in a given vintage year shall be eligible for use in
calculating Net Lost Revenues eligible for recovery only for the first 36 months after
the installation of the measurement unit. Thereafter, such kWh sales reductions will
not be eligible for calculating recoverable Net Lost Revenues for that or any other
vintage year.¶373

60. 58. Programs or measures with the primary purpose of promoting general374-375

awareness and education of EE and DSM activities, as well as research and
development activities, are ineligible for the recovery of Net Lost Revenues.¶376

61. 59. In order to recover estimated Net Lost Revenues associated with a pilot377-378

program or measure, Duke Energy Carolinas must, in its application for program or
measure approval, demonstrate (a) that the program or measure is of a type that is
intended to be developed into a full-scale, Commission-approved program or
measure, and (b) that it will implement an EM&V plan based on industry-accepted
protocols for the program or measure. No pilot program or measure will be eligible
for Net Lost Revenue recovery upon true-up unless it (a) is ultimately proven to
have been cost- effective, and (b) is developed into a full-scale, commercialized
program.¶379

62. 60. Notwithstanding the allowance of 36 months’ Net Lost Revenues associated380-381

with eligible kWh sales reductions, the kWh sales reductions that result from
measurement units installed shall cease being eligible for use in calculating Net
Lost Revenues as of the effective date of (a) a Commission- approved alternative
recovery mechanism that accounts for the eligible Net Lost Revenues associated
with eligible kWh sales reductions, or (b) the implementation of new rates approved
by the Commission in a general rate case or comparable proceeding to the extent
the rates set in the general rate case or comparable proceeding are set to explicitly
or implicitly recover the Net Lost Revenues associated with those kWh sales
reductions.¶382

63. 61. Recoverable Net Lost Revenues shall be calculated in a manner that383-384
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appropriately reflects the incremental revenue losses suffered by the Company,
net of avoided fuel and non-fuel variable O&M expenses.¶385

64. 62. Total Net Lost Revenues as measured for the 36-month period identified in386-387

paragraph 579 above shall be reduced by Net Found Revenues during the same388-389

periods (offset by any negative found revenues found appropriate and reasonable
by the Commission pursuant to the provisions of Paragraph 7 of this Mechanism
and other factors deemed applicable by the Commission). The “decision tree”
adopted by Order in Docket No. E-7, Sub 831 on February 8, 2011, should be
applied for determining what constitutes Net Found Revenues. Duke Energy
Carolinas shall closely monitor its utility activities to determine if they are causing a
customer to increase demand or consumption, and shall identify and track all such
activities with the aid of the “decision tree,” so that they may be evaluated by
intervening parties and the Commission as potential Net Found Revenues. Net
found revenues shall be calculated in an appropriate and reasonable manner that
mirrors the calculation used to determine Net Lost Revenues.¶390

65. 63. Recoverable Net Lost Revenues shall ultimately be based on kWh sales391-392

reductions and kW savings verified by the EM&V process and approved by the
Commission. Recoverable Net Lost Revenues shall be estimated and trued-up, on
a vintage year basis, as follows:¶393

a. (a) As part of the DSM/EE rider approved in each annual cost and394-395

incentive recovery proceeding, Duke Energy Carolinas shall be allowed
to recover the appropriate and reasonable level of recoverable Net Lost
Revenues associated with each applicable program and vintage year
(subject to the limitations set forth in this Mechanism), estimated to be
experienced during the rate period for which the DSM/EE rider is being
set.

b. (b) Net lost revenues related to any given program/measure and vintage396-397

year shall be trued-up through the DSM/EE EMF rider in subsequent
annual cost and incentive recovery proceedings based on the
Commission-approved results of the appropriate EM&V studies related to
the program/measure and vintage year, as determined pursuant to the
EM&V Agreement.¶398

c. (c) The true-up shall be calculated based on the difference between399-400

projected and actual recoverable Net Lost Revenues for each
measurement unit and vintage year under consideration, accounting for
any differences derived from the completed and reviewed EM&V studies,
including: (1) the projected and actual number of installations per
measurement unit; (2) the projected and actual net kWh and kW savings
per installation; (3) the projected and actual gross lost revenues per kWh
and kW saved; and (4) the projected and actual deductions from gross
lost revenues per kWh and kW saved.¶401
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d. (d) The reduction in Net Lost Revenues due to Net Found Revenues402-403

(offset by any approved and applicable negative found revenues) shall
be trued up in a manner consistent with the true-up of Net Lost
Revenues.¶404

e. (e) The combined total of all vintage year true-ups calculated in a given405-406

year’'s Rule R8-69 proceeding shall be incorporated into the appropriate407-408

DSM/EE EMF billing factor.¶409

¶410

f. To the extent a revenue decoupling rider is in effect for customers411-412

served by the Company, the recoverable NLR, based on kWh sales
reductions and kW savings verified by the EM&V process and approved
by the Commission for a Vintage Year for customers included in
decoupling, shall be included in the calculation of the revenue
decoupling mechanism. This inclusion in revenue decoupling will ensure
that NLR continue to be directly tied to verified results of EE programs
but are not double-recovered from customers included in the revenue
decoupling mechanism.¶

66. 64. Recoverable Net Lost Revenues shall be directly assigned to the program and413-414

vintage year with which they are associated.¶415

Portfolio Performance Incentive (PPI) and Program Return Incentive (PRI)¶416

67. 65. When authorized pursuant to Rule R8-69(c), Duke Energy Carolinas shall be417-418

allowed to collect a PPI and PRI, as each is applicable, for its DSM/EE portfolio for
each vintage year, separable into Residential, Non-Residential DSM, and
Non-Residential EE categories. The PPI and PRI, as applicable, shall be subject to
the restrictions set out below.¶419

68. 66. Programs or measures with the primary purpose of promoting general420-421

awareness of and education about EE and DSM activities, as well as research and
development activities, are ineligible to be included in the portfolio for purposes of
the PPI or PRI calculations.¶422

69. 67. Unless (a) the Commission approves Duke Energy Carolinas’ specific request423-424

that a pilot program or measure be eligible for PPI or PRI inclusion when Duke
Energy Carolinas seeks approval of that program or measure, and (b) the pilot is
ultimately commercialized, pilot programs or measures are ineligible for and the
benefits and costs associated with those pilots will not be factored into the
calculation of the PPI or PRI.¶425

70. 68. In its annual filing, pursuant to Commission Rule R8-69(f), Duke Energy426-427

Carolinas shall file an exhibit that indicates, for each Program or Measure for which
it seeks a PPI or PRI, the annual projected and actual utility costs, participant costs,
number of Measurement Units installed, per kW and kWh impacts for each
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Measurement Unit, and per kW and kWh avoided costs for each Measurement
Unit, consistent with the UCT, related to the applicable Vintage Year installations
that it requests the Commission to approve. Upon its review, the Commission will
make findings based on Duke Energy Carolinas’ annual filing for each Program or
Measure that is included in an estimated or trued-up PPI or PRI calculation for any
given Vintage Year.¶428

71. 69. Low-Income programs and other specified societal programs approved with429-430

expected UCT results less than 1.00 and other non-cost-effective programs with
similar societal benefits as approved by the Commission shall not be included in
the portfolio for purposes of the PPI calculation until they demonstrate UCT results
greater than 1.00. However, such programs will be eligible for the PRI, if so
approved by the Commission, until they demonstrate UCT results greater than
1.00.¶431

72. 70. The PPI shall be based on net dollar savings for Duke Energy Carolinas’432-433

DSM/EE portfolio, as calculated using the UCT, on a total system basis. The North
Carolina retail jurisdictional and class portions of the system- basis net dollar
savings shall be determined in the same manner as utilized to determine the North
Carolina retail jurisdictional and class portions of recoverable system costs.¶434

73. 71. Unless the Commission determines otherwise in an annual DSM/EE rider435-436

proceeding, and subject to the factors and limitations set forth elsewhere in this
Mechanism, beginning for Vintage Year 2022, the amount of the pre- income-tax
PPI initially to be recovered for the entire DSM/EE portfolio for a vintage year shall
be equal to 10.60% multiplied by the present value of the estimated net dollar
savings associated with the DSM/EE portfolio installed in that vintage year,
calculated by DSM/EE program using the UCT (and excluding Low -Income
Programs and other specified societal programs). The present value of the
estimated net dollar savings shall be the difference between the present value of
the annual lifetime avoided cost savings for measurement units projected to be
installed in that vintage year and the present value of the annual lifetime program
costs for those measurement units. The annual lifetime avoided cost savings for
measurement units installed in the applicable vintage year shall be calculated by
multiplying the number of each specific type of measurement unit projected to be
installed in that vintage year by the most current estimates of each lifetime year’s
per installation kW and kWh savings and by the most current estimates of each
lifetime year’s per kW and kWh avoided costs. In calculating the forecasted initial
PPI it will be assumed that projections will be achieved.¶437

74. 72. Beginning with Vintage Year 2022, the dollar amount of the pre-tax PPI438-439

ultimately allowed for each Vintage Year, after true-up pursuant to Paragraph 835440-441

of this Mechanism, shall be no greater than the dollar amount that produces a
19.50% margin over the aggregate pre-tax Program Costs for the Vintage Year of
those programs in the Portfolio that are eligible for the PPI. Likewise, the dollar
amount of the pre-tax PPI ultimately allowed for each Vintage Year, after true-up
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6.00%

Vintage Year 2022:

Vintage Year 2024:

10.00%

2.50%

pursuant to Paragraph 835 of this Mechanism, shall be no less than the dollar442-443

amount that produces the following margins over the aggregate pre-tax Program
Costs for the Vintage Year of those programs in the Portfolio that are eligible for the
PPI.¶444

Vintage Year 2025 and afterwards,
until the next Mechanism review445

is completed:
2.50%

Vintage Year 2023:

¶446

When making its initial estimates of the PPI pursuant to this
Mechanism, Duke Energy Carolinas shall utilize the best and most
accurate estimate of the margin and the resulting PPI percentage it can
determine at that time.¶447

75. 73. At the outset of the application of this Mechanism, the entire PPI related to a448-449

vintage year shall be recoverable in the rate period covering that vintage year
(subject to true-up). However, any of the Stipulating Parties may propose a
procedure to convert a vintage year PPI into a stream of levelized annual
payments not to exceed ten years through Vintage Year 2021, accounting for and
incorporating Duke Energy Carolinas’ overall weighted average net-of-tax rate of
return approved in Duke Energy Carolinas’' most recent general rate case as the450-451

appropriate discount rate. After Vintage Year 2021, the PPI will be recovered in the
proceedings in which the applicable Vintage Year’s revenue requirements are
estimated or trued up. Levelized annual payments applicable to Programs in prior
vintage periods will continue until all such amounts are recovered.

76. 74. The PRI shall be based on the gross avoided costs of those programs eligible452-453

for the PRI. The North Carolina retail jurisdictional and class portions of the
system-basis gross dollar savings shall be determined in the same manner as
utilized to determine the North Carolina retail jurisdictional and class portions of
recoverable system costs.¶454

77. 75. Unless the Commission determines otherwise in an annual N.C. Gen. Stat. ¶455-458

§ 62-133.9 DSM/EE rider proceeding, and subject to the factors and
limitations set forth in this Mechanism, beginning for Vintage Year 2022
the amount of the pre-income-tax PRI initially to be recovered for Low
Income Programs and other specified societal programs not eligible for
a PPI shall be a percentage, as determined pursuant to this
Mechanism, multiplied by the present value of the estimated gross
dollar avoided cost savings associated with the applicable DSM/EE
Programs installed in that Vintage Year, used in determination of the
UCT. The present value of the estimated gross dollar savings shall be
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determined in the same manner as used for Programs eligible for the
PPI.¶459

78. 76. The percentage used to determine the estimated PRI for each Vintage Year460-461

shall be 10.60%. This percentage will be multiplied by the Vintage Year avoided
costs projected to be generated by each approved PRI-eligible program. When
making its initial estimates of the PRI, DEPC shall utilize the best and most462-463

accurate estimate of the UCT and the resulting PRI percentage it can determine at
that time.¶464

79. 77. For the PPI and PRI for Vintage Years 201925 and afterwards, consistent with465-469

the Commission’s Orders in Docket Nos. E-7, Sub 1130 and E-7, Sub 1164, the
program-specific per kW avoided capacity benefitssystem and per kWh470-471

avoidedsystem energy benefits used for the initial estimate of the PPI and PRI and472-474

any PPI or PRI true-up will be derived from the underlying resource plan,
production cost model, and cost inputs that generated the avoided capacity and475

avoided energy creditssystem benefits reflected in the most recent Commission-476-478

approved Biennial Determination of Avoided Cost Rates for Electric Utility
Purchases from Qualifying Facilities’s most recently adopted CPIRP as of479

December 31 of the year immediately preceding the date of the annual DSM/EE
rider filing. However,The projected EE portfolio hourly shape is used for the480-481

purposes of determining the avoided energy benefit; however, to ensure that
energy efficiency is primarily avoiding marginal fossil fuel generation, future
incremental renewable energy resources are removed from the CPIRP for the482

calculationpurposes of determining the underlying avoided energy credits to be483-486

used to derive the program-specificbenefit. For the purposes of determining487

avoided energycapacity benefits for EE/DSM resources, the calculation20- year488-492

levelized costs of a dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity resource are used.
Beginning in 2025, a Hydrogen-Capable Advanced Class CT, including fixed O&M
and intrastate fuel transportation costs, will be based onutilized as the projected EE493-495

portfolio hourly shape, rather than the assumed 24x7 100 MW reduction typically
used to represent a qualifying facility pure capacity resource until an alternative496

dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity resource is identified in future CPIRPs.¶497

80. 78. No later than December 31, 20214, Duke Energy Carolinas and the Public498-501

Staff will jointly review the issue of the appropriate avoided transmission and502-503

avoided distribution (avoided T&D) costsbenefits to be used in the Company’s504-506

prospective calculations of cost-effectiveness and achieved net dollar savings, and,507

if appropriate, recommend in the Company’s annual DSM/EE rider proceeding
adjustments to the avoided T&D cost rates utilizing the agreed upon process that508

was jointly developed with the Public Staff in 2022. As described in Paragraph 81
below, any updates to the avoided T&D benefits would be applied for the projection
of Vintage Year 2026 in the Company’s 2025 Annual EE/DSM Rider Filing.¶509

81. 79. The per kW avoided transmission and avoided distribution (avoided T&D)510-513

costsbenefits used to calculate net savings for a Vintage Year shall be based on514-516
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the study updatereviewed and updated at least every three years only if. In its initial517-519

testimony for its Annual EE/DSM Rider, the studyCompany shall update results in520-522

a 20%the Commission on the change from the prior study’sin avoided T&D523-525

costsbenefits.¶526-528

82. 80. UnlessWith the exception of a one-time reconciliation of Vintage 2025, unless529-532

the Stipulating Parties agree otherwise, Duke Energy Carolinas shall not be
allowed to update its avoidedthe system benefit values associated with both533-534

capacity costs and avoided energy costssavings after filing its annual cost and535-538

incentive recovery application for purposes of determining the DSM/EE and
DSM/EE EMF riders in that proceeding.¶539

83. 81. When Duke Energy Carolinas files for its annual cost recovery under Rule540-541

R8-69, it shall comply with the filing requirements of Rule R8-69(f)(1)(iii), reporting
all final measurement and verification data to assist the Commission and Public
Staff in their review and monitoring of the impacts of the DSM and EE measures.¶542

84. 82. Duke Energy Carolinas bears the burden of proving all dollar savings and costs543-544

included in calculating the PPI and PRI. As provided in Rule R8- 68(c)(3)(iii), Duke
Energy Carolinas shall be responsible for the EM&V of energy and peak demand
savings consistent with its EM&V plan.¶545

85. 83. The PPI and PRI for each vintage year shall ultimately be based on net or546-547

gross dollar savings, as applicable, as verified by the EM&V process and approved
by the Commission. The PPI and PRI for each vintage year shall be trued-up as
follows:¶548

a. (a) As part of the DSM/EE rider approved in each annual cost and549-550

incentive recovery proceeding, Duke Energy Carolinas shall be allowed
to recover an appropriately and reasonably estimated PPI and PRI
(subject to the limitations set forth in this Mechanism) associated with
the vintage year covered by the rate period in which the DSM/EE rider is
to be in effect.¶551

b. (b) The PPI and PRI related to any given vintage year shall be trued-up552-553

through the DSM/EE EMF rider in subsequent annual cost and incentive
recovery proceedings based on the Commission-approved results of the
appropriate EM&V studies related to the program/measure and vintage
year, as determined pursuant to the EM&V Agreement.¶554

c. (c) The PPI amount ultimately to be recovered for a given vintage year555-556

shall be based on the present value of the actual net dollar savings
derived from all measurement units installed in that vintage year, as
associated with each DSM/EE program offered during that year
(excluding Low Income Programs and other specified societal
programs), and calculated by DSM/EE program using the UCT. The
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present value of the actual net dollar savings shall be the difference
between the present value of the annual lifetime avoided cost savings
for measurement units installed in that vintage year and the present
value of the annual lifetime program costs for those measurement units.
The annual lifetime avoided cost savings for measurement units
installed in the applicable vintage year shall be calculated by multiplying
the number of each specific type of measurement unit installed in that
vintage year by each lifetime year’s per installation kW and kWh
savings (as verified by the appropriate EM&V study pursuant to the
EM&V agreement) and by each lifetime year’s per kW and kWh avoided
costs as determined when calculating the initially estimated PPI for the
vintage year. The ultimate PPI will also be subject to the additional
factors and limitations set forth in this Mechanism. The Stipulating
Parties agree to make all reasonable efforts to ensure that all vintages
are fully trued-up within 24 months of the vintage program year.¶557

d. (d) The amount of the PRI ultimately to be recovered for a given Vintage558-559

Year shall be based on the present value of the actual gross dollar
savings derived from all Measurement Units installed in that Vintage
Year, as associated with each DSM/EE program offered during that year
that is eligible for the PRI. Furthermore, the percentage used to
determine the final PRI for each Vintage Year will be based on the
Company’s ability to maintain or improve the cost effectiveness of the
PRI-eligible programs. The PRI percentage for each PRI-eligible
Program will be determined by comparing (1) the projected UCT ratio for
the portfolio of PRI-eligible Programs for the Vintage Year at the time of
the Company’s DSM Rider filing first estimating that projected Vintage
Year UCT ratio to (2) the actual UCT ratio achieved for that portfolio of
PRI-eligible Programs as that Vintage Year is trued up in future filings.
The ratio (UCT actual/UCT estimate) will then be multiplied by 10.60%
to determine the PRI percentage that will be applied to the actual
avoided costs generated by each approved PRI- eligible program. At no
time will the PRI percentage utilized fall below 2.65% or rise above
13.25%. The present value of the estimated gross dollar savings shall
be determined in the same manner as used for determining the
recovery of the ultimate PPI. The ultimate PRI will also be subject to the
additional factors and limitations set forth in this Mechanism. The
Stipulating Parties agree to make all reasonable efforts to ensure that all
vintages are fully trued-up within 24 months of the vintage program
year.¶560

e. (e) A program’s eligibility for a PPI or PRI will be determined at the time561-562

of filing the projection for a Vintage Year and will continue to be eligible
for the same incentive at the time of the Vintage Year true- up.¶563

f. (f) If a program previously eligible for a PRI becomes cost effective564-565
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under the UCT, it will no longer be eligible to receive a PRI in the next
projected Vintage Year for the program, but will be eligible for the PPI.¶566

86. 84. The combined total of all vintage year true-ups of the PPI calculated in a given567-568

year’'s Rule R8-69 proceeding shall be incorporated into the appropriate DSM/EE569-570

EMF billing factor.¶571

87. 85. The PRI will be determined on the basis of the avoided costs employed in the572-573

determination of the UCT. PRI amounts will be assigned to the Program in which
they were earned.¶574

88. 86. The PPI for each vintage year shall be allocated to DSM and EE programs in575-576

proportion to the present value net dollar savings of each program for the vintage
year, as calculated pursuant to the method described herein.¶577

Other Incentives¶578

89. 87. As further incentive to motivate the Company to aggressively pursue savings579-580

from cost-effective EE and DSM Programs, if the Company achieves annual
energy savings of 1.0% of the prior year’'s Duke Energy Carolinas system retail581-582

electricity sales, in any year during the four-year 2022-2025 period, the Company
will receive an additional incentive of $500,000 for that year. During that same
period, if the Company fails to achieve annual energy savings of 0.5% of retail
sales, net of sales associated with customers opting out of the Company’s EE
programs, the Company will reduce its EE revenue requirement by $500,000.
Verification of this achievement will be obtained through the EM&V process
discussed elsewhere in this Mechanism.¶583

Financial Reporting Requirements¶584

90. 88. In its quarterly ES-1 Reports to the Commission, Duke Energy Carolinas shall585-586

calculate and present its primary North Carolina retail jurisdictional earnings by
including all actual EE and DSM program revenues, including PPI, PRI, and Net587

Lost Revenue incentives (net of the NLRs that are being returned to customers588

through the annual revenue decoupling mechanism), and costs. Additionally, the
Company shall prepare and present (a) supplementary schedules setting forth its
North Carolina retail jurisdictional earnings excluding the effects of the  PPI and589-590

PRI; (b) supplementary schedules setting forth its North Carolina retail jurisdictional
earnings excluding the effects of the Company’s EE and DSM programs; and (c)
supplementary schedules setting forth earnings, including overall rates of return,
returns on common equity, and margins over program costs actually realized from
its EE and DSM programs in total and stated separately by program class
(program classes are hereby defined to be (i) EE programs and (ii) DSM
programs). Detailed workpapers shall be provided for each scenario described
above. Such workpapers, at a minimum, shall clearly show actual revenues,
expenses, taxes, operating income, rate base/investment, including components,
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and the applicable capitalization ratios and cost rates, including overall rate of return
and return on common equity. Net lost revenues realized (estimated, if not known)
for each reporting period shall be clearly disclosed as supplemental information.¶591

Review of Mechanism¶592

91. 89. The terms and conditions of this Mechanism shall be reviewed by the593-594

Commission every four years, meaning the next review shall occur no later than595

December 31, 2028, and continuing every four years thereafter, unless otherwise
ordered by the Commission. The Company and other parties shall submit any
proposed changes to the Commission for approval at the time of the filing of the
Company’s annual DSM/EE rider filing. During the time of review, the Mechanism
shall remain in effect until further order of the Commission revising the terms of the
Mechanism or taking such other action as the Commission may deem
appropriate.¶596

No Precedential Effect¶597

92. 90. The terms of this Mechanism, including the methods and results of determining598-599

the PPI and, PRI, as well as the other incentives outlined in Paragraph 879, shall600-603

not be considered precedential for any purpose other than their application to
eligible DSM/EE Programs and costs and utility incentive recovery associated with604

those Programs, and only until those terms are next partially or wholly reviewed.¶¶605-606
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COST RECOVERY AND INCENTIVE MECHANISM OF DUKE ENERGY 
CAROLINAS, LLC, FOR DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENT AND ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS 

 
The purpose of this Mechanism is to (1) allow Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke 

Energy Carolinas or the Company), to recover all reasonable and prudent costs 
incurred for adopting and implementing new demand-side management (DSM) and 
new energy efficiency (EE) measures in accordance with N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.9, 
Commission Rules R8-68 and R8-69, prior Orders of the Commission, and the additional 
principles set forth below; (2) establish certain requirements, in addition to those of 
Commission Rule R8-68, for requests by Duke Energy Carolinas for approval of DSM 
and EE programs; (3) establish the terms and conditions for the recovery of Net Lost 
Revenues and a Portfolio Performance Incentive (PPI) to reward Duke Energy 
Carolinas for adopting and implementing new DSM and EE measures and programs in 
cases where the Commission deems such recovery and reward appropriate, and (4) 
provide for an additional incentive to further encourage kilowatt-hour (kWh) savings 
achievements. The definitions set out in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.8 and N.C. Gen. Stat. 
§ 62-133.9 and Commission Rules R8-68 and R8-69 apply to this Mechanism. For 
purposes of this Mechanism, the definitions listed below also apply. 

 
Changes in the terms and conditions of this Mechanism shall be applied 

prospectively only, to vintage years following any Commission order amending these 
terms and conditions. Approved programs and measures shall continue to be subject to 
the terms and conditions that were in effect when they were approved with respect to the 
recovery of reasonable and prudent costs and Net Lost Revenues. With respect to the 
recovery of the PPI, approved programs and measures shall continue to be subject to the 
terms and conditions in effect in the vintage year that the measurement unit was installed. 
 
Definitions 

 
1. Common costs are costs that are not attributable or reasonably 

assignable or allocable to specific DSM or EE programs but are 
necessary to design, implement, and operate the programs collectively. 

 
2. Costs include program costs (including those of pilot programs approved 

by the Commission for inclusion in the Mechanism), common costs, and, 
subject to Rule R8-69(b), any other costs approved by the Commission 
for inclusion in the Mechanism. Costs include only those expenditures 
appropriately allocable to the North Carolina retail jurisdiction. 

 
3. Low-Income Programs or Low-Income Measures are DSM or EE 

programs, or DSM or EE measures approved by the Commission to be 
provided specifically to customers that meet program eligibility criteria 
associated with an income qualification requirement used to determine 
eligibility of a low-income program participant. At the time of requesting 
Commission approval of new Low-Income Programs or Measure 
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additions to existing low-income programs with different eligibility criteria 
from those included in existing approved low-income programs, the 
Company shall clearly delineate the specific income qualification criteria 
proposed to be used to determine eligibility to participate in the Programs 
or Measures. Appropriate customer income qualification criteria may 
include the following: (a) income level based on Federal Poverty 
Guidelines (FPG), (b) participation in other State or Federal income 
qualified programs, or (c) the participating premise being located in a 
geographic area meeting certain income related criteria.  

 
If a proposed income qualification criteria differs from those used in Low-
Income Programs approved prior to 2024, such as 200% of the FPG, the 
Company’s filing shall: (a) explain the rationale for changing the proposed 
income qualification eligibility criteria, (b) explain how it will increase 
opportunities for the Company’s low-income customers to participate in 
DSM or EE programs, and (c) address any potential impacts on existing 
Low-Income Programs and Measures and the customers they target. If 
the proposed income qualification criteria include provisions that are 
intended to target or have the effect of targeting a significant number of 
customers that are above 200% of the FPG, the Company’s filing shall: 
(a) demonstrate that exceeding 200% of the FPG or other eligibility 
thresholds contained in existing approved Low-Income Programs will 
allow the Company to utilize available government funding opportunities 
aimed to assist low-income customers; and (b) explain how increasing the 
applicable thresholds will not decrease opportunities for customers at or 
below 200% of the FPG to participate in DSM or EE programs.  
 
Beginning with the Company’s 2026 annual DSM/EE rider filing, the 
Company shall include an exhibit clearly showing the following for each 
vintage year beginning with 2025: (a) the number of premises/customers 
that participated in one of the Company’s low income programs; (b) the 
energy and capacity savings achieved through each low income program; 
(c) the total revenue requirement (program costs, net lost revenues, and 
PPI/PRI) included in the Rider associated with low income programs; (d) 
the impact to the average residential customer’s bill of providing low-
income DSM/EE programs to low income customers; (e) the system 
benefits generated by the energy and capacity savings associated with 
low income programs; and (f) the actual UCT cost effectiveness score 
produced during the vintage year.  
 
During the next mechanism review, the parties shall evaluate the 
effectiveness and cost impacts of utilizing multiple low-income eligibility 
criteria, adhering to the statutory requirement that no public utility shall 
make or grant any unreasonable preference or advantage to any person 
or subject any person to any unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage. 
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4. Measure means, with respect to EE, an "energy efficiency measure," as 
defined in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.8(a)(4), that is new under G.S. 62- 
133.9(a); and, with respect to DSM, an activity, initiative, or equipment, 
physical, or program change, that is new under N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62- 
133.9(a) and satisfies the definition of “demand-side management” as set 
forth in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.8(a)(2). 

 
5. Measurement unit means the basic unit that is used to measure and track 

the (a) incurred costs; (b) Net Lost Revenues; and (c) net kilowatt (kW), 
kWh, and dollar savings net of Net-to-Gross (NTG) for DSM or EE 
measures installed in each vintage year. A measurement unit may consist 
of an individual measure or bundles of measures. Measurement units 
shall be requested by Duke Energy Carolinas and established by the 
Commission for each program in the program approval process, and shall 
be subject to modification by the Commission when appropriate. If 
measurement units have not been established for a particular program, 
the measurement units for that program shall be the individual measures, 
unless the Commission determines otherwise. 

 
6. Measurement unit's life means the estimated number of years that 

equipment or customer treatment associated with a measurement unit will 
operate if properly maintained or activities associated with the 
measurement unit will continue to be cost-effective, and produce energy 
(kWh) or peak demand (kW) savings, unless the Commission determines 
otherwise. 

 
7. Net Found Revenues means any increases in revenues resulting from 

any activity by Duke Energy Carolinas’ public utility operations that 
causes a customer to increase demand or energy consumption, whether 
or not that activity has been approved pursuant to Rule R8-68. The dollar 
value of Net Found Revenues will be determined in a manner consistent 
with the determination of the dollar value of NLR provided in Paragraph 
No. 8 below. In determining which activities constitute Net Found 
Revenues, the “decision tree” adopted by Order in Docket No. E-7, Sub 
831 on February 8, 2011, should be applied. Net Found Revenues may 
be reduced, if such reduction is approved as reasonable and appropriate 
by the Commission, by a decrease in revenues resulting from an activity 
by Duke Energy Carolinas’ public utility operations that causes a 
customer to reduce demand or energy consumption (negative found 
revenues). To be approved, it must be demonstrated that the activity 
producing the negative found revenues reduces the profitability of the 
Company. Additionally, the total amount of Net Found Revenues for a 
given vintage year will not be reduced to a level below zero by the 
inclusion of negative found revenues. 

 

8. Net Lost Revenues means Duke Energy Carolinas’ revenue losses, net 
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of marginal costs avoided at the time of the lost kWh sale(s), or in the 
case of purchased power, in the applicable billing period, incurred by 
Duke Energy Carolinas' public utility operations as the result of a new 
DSM or EE measure. A PPI shall not be considered in the calculation of 
Net Lost Revenues or Net Lost Revenue recovery. 

 
9. Net-to-gross (NTG) factor means an adjustment factor used to compute 

the net kW/kWh savings by accounting for but not limited to such 
behavioral effects as rebound, free ridership, moral hazard, free drivers, 
and spillover. 
 

10. Non-Energy Benefits (NEBS) means a variety of positive and negative 
effects to utilities, participants, and society beyond electric savings 
realized due to program interventions. The identification and valuation of 
the NEBS will be consistent with the April 25, 2023, report by Skumatz 
Economic Research Associates, Inc., entitled “Non-Energy Benefits/ Non-
Energy Impacts (NEBS/NEIS) for Selected Programs in the Duke Energy 
Carolinas and Duke Energy Progress Portfolios.” The NEBS Multipliers 
are located on Page 11 of the report in Figure ES.7: Estimated 
Multiplicative “Adders” by Perspective for the Programs - (Ratio of 
NEBs/NEIs) over Program Bill Savings. The NEBS values will be utilized 
until the next NEBS analysis is ordered by the Commission. Any 
subsequent NEBS study will continue to estimate NEBS associated with 
the TRC, as well as continue to evaluate any potential NEBS that could 
be applicable to the UCT. 

 
11. Program means a collection of new DSM or EE measures with similar 

objectives that have been consolidated for purposes of delivery, 
administration, and cost recovery, and that have been or will be adopted 
on or after January 1, 2007, including subsequent changes and 
modifications. 

 
12. Program costs are costs that are attributable to specific DSM or EE 

programs and include all appropriate capital costs (including cost of 
capital and depreciation expenses), common costs, reasonably 
assignable or allocable administrative and general costs, implementation 
costs, incentive payments to program participants, operating costs, and 
evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) costs, net of any 
grants, tax credits, or other reductions in cost received by the utility from 
outside parties. 

 
13. Portfolio Performance Incentive (PPI) means a utility incentive payment 

to Duke Energy Carolinas as a bonus or reward for adopting and 
implementing new (as defined in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.9(a)) EE or 
DSM measures and/or Programs. The PPI is based on the sharing of 
avoided cost savings, net of Program Costs, achieved by those DSM and 
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EE Programs in the aggregate. The PPI is also subject to certain 
limitations as further set forth in this Mechanism. PPI excludes Net Lost 
Revenues. 

 
14. Program Return Incentive (PRI) means a utility incentive payment to Duke 

Energy Carolinas for adopting and implementing programs that fail to 
pass the Utility Cost Test, but are approved by the Commission due to the 
societal benefit they provide, such as low-income programs. For this type 
of programs, the PRI will be based on a percentage of the net present value 
of the avoided costs savings achieved by those DSM and EE Programs. 
The PRI is subject to certain additional factors and limitations, as further 
set forth in this Mechanism. 

 

15. Total Resource Cost (TRC) test means a cost-effectiveness test that 
measures the net costs of a DSM or EE program as a resource option 
based on the total costs of the program, including both the participants' 
costs and the utility's costs (excluding incentives paid by the utility to or 
on behalf of participants). The benefits for the TRC test are avoided 
supply costs, i.e., the reduction in generation capacity costs, transmission 
and distribution costs, and energy costs caused by a load reduction. 
The avoided supply costs shall be calculated using net program savings, 
i.e., savings net of changes in energy use that would have happened in 
the absence of the program. Non-energy benefits, as approved by the 
Commission, will be used in the determination of TRC results beginning 
in Vintage 2025. The value of NEBs for all programs not specifically 
targeting low income customers will be calculated by applying the 
weighted average utility system NEBS multiplier of 1.98 to the value of 
energy savings in the numerator of the cost-effectiveness test. The value 
of NEBs for all programs specifically targeting low income customers will 
be calculated by applying a NEBS Multiplier Value of 2.22 (the average 
of the DEC IQ NES and DEC IQ Wx multipliers) to the value of energy 
savings in the numerator of the cost-effectiveness test. The costs for the 
TRC test are the net program or portfolio costs incurred by the utility and 
participants, and the increased supply costs for any periods in which load 
is increased. All costs of equipment, installation, operation and 
maintenance (O&M), removal (less salvage value), and administration, no 
matter who pays for them, are included in this test. Any tax credits are 
considered a reduction to costs in this test. 

 
16. Utility Cost Test (UCT) means a cost-effectiveness test that measures the 

net costs of a DSM or EE program as a resource option based on the costs 
incurred by the utility (including incentive costs paid by the utility to or on 
behalf of participants) and excluding any net costs incurred by the 
participant. The benefits for the UCT are avoided supply costs, i.e., the 
reduction in generation capacity costs, transmission and distribution 
costs, and energy costs caused by a load reduction. The avoided supply 
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costs shall be calculated using net program savings, i.e., savings net of 
changes in energy use that would have happened in the absence of the 
program. The costs for the UCT are the net program or portfolio costs 
incurred by the utility and the increased supply costs for any periods in 
which load is increased. Utility costs include initial and annual costs, such 
as the cost of utility equipment, O&M, installation, program administration, 
incentives paid to participants and participant dropout and removal of 
equipment (less salvage value). 

 
17. Vintage year means an identified 12-month period in which a specific 

DSM or EE measure is installed for an individual participant or group of 
participants. 

 

Term 
 

18. This Mechanism shall continue until terminated pursuant to Order of the 
Commission. 

 
Application for Approval of Programs 

 
19. In evaluating potential DSM/EE measures and programs for selection and 

implementation, Duke Energy Carolinas will first perform a qualitative 
measure screening to ensure measures are: 

 
(a) Commercially available and sufficiently mature. 
(b) Applicable to the Duke Energy Carolinas service area 

demographics and climate. 
(c) Feasible for a utility DSM/EE program. 

 

20. Duke Energy Carolinas will then further screen EE and DSM measures 
for cost-effectiveness. For purposes of this screening, estimated 
incremental EM&V costs attributable to the measures shall be included in 
the measures’ costs. With the exception of measures included in Low-
Income Programs or other non-cost-effective programs with similar 
societal benefits as approved by the Commission, an EE or DSM measure 
with an estimated UCT result less than 1.0 will not be considered further, 
unless the measure can be bundled into an EE or DSM Program to 
enhance the overall cost- effectiveness of that program. Measures under 
consideration for bundling, whether as part of a new Program or into an 
existing Program, should, unless otherwise approved by the Commission, 
be consistent with and related to the measure technologies, and/or 
delivery channels currently offered in the existing Program or to be 
otherwise offered in the new Program. 
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21.  
 

(a) With the exception of Low-Income Programs or other non-cost-
effective programs with similar societal benefits as approved by the 
Commission, all programs submitted for approval will have an 
estimated UCT result greater than 1.00. Additionally, for purposes 
of calculating cost-effectiveness for program approval, the 
Company shall use projected avoided capacity and energy 
benefits specifically calculated for the program, as derived from the 
underlying resource plan, production cost model, and cost inputs 
that generated the system benefits reflected in the Commission’s 
most recently adopted CPIRP as of December 31 of the year 
immediately preceding the date of the annual DSM/EE rider filing. 
The projected EE portfolio hourly shape is used for the purposes 
of determining the avoided energy benefit; however, to ensure that 
energy efficiency is primarily avoiding marginal fossil fuel 
generation, future incremental renewable energy resources (those 
renewable energy resources not yet in- service, under 
construction, or included in an existing third-party contract for 
renewable energy at the time of the CPIRP filing) are removed from 
the CPIRP for purposes of determining the avoided energy benefit. 
For the purposes of determining avoided capacity benefits for 
EE/DSM resources, the levelized costs over the recognized life of 
a dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity resource are used. 
Beginning in 2025, a Hydrogen-Capable Advanced Class CT, 
including fixed O&M, major maintenance costs and intrastate fuel 
transportation costs, will be utilized as the pure capacity resource 
until an alternative dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity 
resource is identified in future CPIRPs. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, Duke Energy Carolinas will comply with Rule R8- 
60(i)(6)(iii), which requires that Duke Energy Carolinas’ CPIRP, 
revised as applicable in its annual report, include certain 
information regarding the measures and programs that it evaluated 
but rejected. The avoided system capacity and energy benefits 
developed for purposes of DSM/EE program evaluation is specific 
to assessment of EE/DSM programs.   
 
The system capacity benefit value associated with avoided 
capacity savings from non-legacy demand side management 
resources (i.e, those demand-side resources not included as a 
resource in the Company’s approved 2018 IRP)1 shall be based on 
the seasonal allocation from the resource adequacy plan used in 
the Company’s most recently-approved CPIRP or biennial avoided 

 
1  Order Approving DSM/EE Rider, Subject to Final Billing Factors and Proposed Customer Notice, Docket No. E-2, 
Sub 1252, issued Dec. 17, 2020.   
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cost proceeding as of December 31 of the year preceding the date 
of the annual DSM/EE rider filing. 
 

(b) Moreover, because energy efficiency is the modeled as a load 
modifier in the CPIRP, for the Calculation of the underlying avoided 
capacity benefits, when authorized pursuant to Commission Rule 
R8-69(c) and unless the Commission determines otherwise in a 
G.S. 62-133.9 DSM/EE Rider proceeding, the Company shall be 
permitted to recognize the impact of the Reserve Margin 
Adjustment Factor used in the determination of the PPI and PRI 
values for its energy efficiency programs. The Reserve Margin 
Adjustment Factor is equivalent to (1 + Reserve Margin) / 
(Performance Adjustment Factor) and will be applied to the 
avoided capacity benefits of all energy efficiency programs. The 
Reserve Margin employed shall be based upon the value reflected 
in the most recent Commission adopted CPIRP proceeding as of 
December 31 of the year immediately preceding the date of the 
annual DSM/EE rider filing. The Performance Adjustment Factor 
employed shall be based upon value reflected in the most recent 
Commission approved Biennial Avoided Cost proceeding as of 
December 31 of the year immediately preceding the date of the 
annual DSM/EE rider filing. 

 
22. If a program fails the economic test in Paragraph 21 above, Duke Energy 

Carolinas will determine if certain measures can be removed from the 
program to satisfy the criteria established in Paragraph 21. 

 

23. Nothing in this Mechanism relieves Duke Energy Carolinas from its 
obligation to comply with Commission Rule R8-68 when filing for 
approval of DSM or EE measures or programs other than the Energy 
Innovation Program described below in Paragraph 31. As specifically 
required by Rule R8- 68(c)(3)(iii), Duke Energy Carolinas shall, in its 
filings for approval of measures and programs, describe in detail the 
industry-accepted methods to be used to collect and analyze data; 
measure and analyze program participation; and evaluate, measure, 
verify, and validate estimated energy and peak demand savings. Duke 
Energy Carolinas shall provide a schedule for reporting the results of this 
EM&V process to the Commission. The EM&V process description should 
describe not only the methodologies used to produce the impact 
estimates utilized, but also any methodologies the Company considered 
and rejected. Specifically, the Company’s filings shall clearly identify the 
proposed baseline category to be used to determine energy savings for 
all Programs and Measures, including the measures for which the 
Company proposes to determine impacts utilizing an “as found” baseline; 
the measures for which it proposes to use the existing efficiency standard 
as the baseline; and the measures for which it proposes to use a de facto 
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baseline determined through market research. The Company shall 
provide the rationale supporting the use of its proposed baseline for the 
applicable Program or Measures. For any such Programs or Measures, 
the filing will also detail the specific EM&V protocols that will be utilized to 
appropriately measure and verify the impacts. Additionally, if Duke Energy 
Carolinas plans to use an independent third party for purposes of EM&V, 
it shall identify the third party and include all third-party costs in its filing. 

 
24. For those programs first approved in Duke Energy Carolinas’ South 

Carolina jurisdiction and subsequently in its North Carolina jurisdiction, 
net dollar savings achieved in the South Carolina jurisdiction will be 
eligible for consideration of inclusion in the determination of the incentive 
to be approved by the Commission. 

 
Program Management 

 
25. In each annual DSM/EE cost recovery filing, Duke Energy Carolinas shall 

(a) perform prospective cost-effective test evaluations for each of its 
approved DSM and EE programs, (b) perform prospective aggregated 
portfolio-level cost-effectiveness test evaluations for its approved 
DSM/EE programs (including any common costs not reasonably 
assignable or allocable to individual programs), and (c) include these 
prospective cost- effectiveness test results in its DSM/EE rider 
application. 

 
26. Consistent with the Commission’s Orders in Docket Nos. E-7, Sub 1130 

and E-7, Sub 1164, for purposes of calculating prospective cost-
effectiveness in each DSM/EE rider proceeding to be used to determine 
whether a program should remain in the portfolio, the Company shall 
assess each program by: 

 
(a) Using projected utility system capacity and energy benefits 

specifically calculated for the program, as derived from the 
underlying resource plan, production cost model, and cost inputs 
that generated system benefits reflected in the Commission’s most 
recently adopted CPIRP as of December 31 of the year 
immediately preceding the date of the annual DSM/EE rider filing. 
The projected EE portfolio hourly shape is used for the purposes 
of determining the avoided energy benefit; however, to ensure that 
energy efficiency is primarily avoiding marginal fossil fuel 
generation, future incremental renewable energy resources are 
removed from the CPIRP for purposes of determining the avoided 
energy benefit. For the purposes of determining avoided capacity 
benefits for EE/DSM resources, the 20- year levelized costs of a 
dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity resource are used. 
Beginning in 2025, a Hydrogen-Capable Advanced Class CT, 
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including fixed O&M and intrastate fuel transportation costs, will be 
utilized as the pure capacity resource until an alternative 
dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity resource is identified in 
future CPIRPs; and 

 
(b) Evaluating each cost-effectiveness test using projections of 

participation, savings, program costs, and benefits for the 
upcoming vintage year. 

 
27. The parties acknowledge that prospective cost-effectiveness evaluations 

are snapshots of the program's performance, and that ongoing cost- 
effectiveness is impacted by many factors outside the Company's control, 
including but not limited to market and economic conditions, avoided 
costs, and government mandates. The parties shall continue to work to 
maintain the cost-effectiveness of its portfolio and individual programs. 
However, for any program that initially demonstrates a UCT, determined 
pursuant to Paragraph 25 above of less than 1.00, the Company shall 
include a discussion in its annual DSM/EE rider proceeding of the actions 
being taken to maintain or improve cost-effectiveness, or alternatively, its 
plans to terminate the program. 

 
28. For programs that demonstrate a prospective UCT, determined pursuant 

to Paragraph 25 above, of less than 1.00 in a second DSM/EE rider 
proceeding, the Company shall include a discussion of what actions it has 
taken to improve cost-effectiveness. Fluctuations of UCT above and 
below 1.0 should be addressed on a case by case basis. 

 
29. For programs that demonstrate a prospective UCT, determined pursuant 

to Paragraph 25 above, of less than 1.00 in a third DSM/EE rider 
proceeding, the Company shall terminate the program effective at the end 
of the year following the DSM/EE rider order, unless otherwise ordered 
by the Commission. 

 
30. The Company will seek to leverage available state and federal funds to 

operate effective efficiency programs. Its application for such funds will 
be transparent with respect to the cost, operation, and profitability of 
programs operated with those funds in a manner consistent with its 
authorized revenue recovery mechanism. Use of such funds helps offset 
the participant’s project costs and is supplemental to Duke Energy 
Carolinas’ incentives to participants. As such, these funds will not change 
the impacts or cost-effectiveness of Duke Energy Carolinas’ programs as 
calculated using the UCT. Further, the amount of avoided costs 
recognized by the Company will not be reduced if participants also use 
state or federal funds to offset any portion of their project costs. 
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Efficiency Innovation Program 
 
31. Beginning in Vintage 2025, the Company’s EE/DSM Portfolio shall 

include an Efficiency Innovation Program. This Program will have an 
annual budget that shall not exceed $1 million, which shall be utilized by 
the Company to test and evaluate new energy efficiency technologies and 
equipment and program designs in a rapid manner.  
 
a) The Efficiency Innovation Program is not subject to Commission 

Rule R8-68. 
 

b) The Company shall ensure that all tests, pilots, and projects included 
in the Efficiency Innovation Program that directly involve customers 
are equitable and not unreasonably discriminatory.  

 
 

c) Beginning with the Company’s projection of Vintage 2025 in its 
annual EE/DSM rider filing, the Company will provide an explanation 
of potential tests, projects or pilots that the Company will perform 
during the Vintage Year. The explanation shall describe each project, 
including the following details: 
 

1) The purpose or learning objective of the project; 
2) The proposed metrics to be measured and evaluated; 
3) The estimated cost of the project; 
4) The proposed duration of the project; and 
5) The potential number of customers involved in the project. 

 
d) The Company will file Notification with the Commission of the 

following: 
 

1) If the Company seeks to add or cancel any tests, pilots or projects 
to the Efficiency Innovation Program for a particular Vintage Year.   
2) If the forecasted cost of any test, pilot or project within a Vintage 
Year increase by more than 25%. 

 
e) During the course of the Vintage Year 2025, the Company will provide 

updates regarding the projects funded through the Efficiency 
Innovation Program at least two meetings of the Collaborative. 

 
f) Beginning with the Company’s first applicable Annual EE/DSM Rider 

filing and in future annual EE/DSM Rider filings, the Company will 
provide a summary of the progress of the different projects included 
in the Efficiency Innovation Program that will include the following: 
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1) The purpose or learning objective of the project; 
2) The proposed metrics to be measured and evaluated; 
3) The estimated cost of the project; 
4) The proposed duration of the project;  
5) The potential number of customers involved in the project; and 
6) Any plans to utilize the results of the projects as the basis for 
future stand-alone EE/DSM pilots and programs. 

 
g) The Efficiency Innovation Program will be considered a new energy 

efficiency program included in the Company’s portfolio and prudently 
incurred costs will be reviewed and eligible for cost recovery through 
the annual EE/DSM Rider but will not be eligible for recovery of net 
lost revenues and PPI or PRI, because the program is not subject to 
cost effectiveness screening. 

 
h) While the Efficiency Innovation Program annual expenditures shall 

not exceed the annual vintage year budget of $1 million dollars, the 
actual program expenditures will be reconciled as part of the 
reconciliation process for the vintage year in the Company’s annual 
EE/DSM Rider filing. 

 
 

i) No direct costs associated with any tests, pilots, and projects included 
in the Efficiency Innovation Program will be eligible for cost recovery 
through any means or mechanism beyond their inclusion within the 
Company’s annual EE/DSM Rider. 

 

Program Modifications 
 

32. Modifications to Commission-approved DSM/EE programs will be made 
using the Flexibility Guidelines filed on February 6, 2012, in Docket No. 
E- 7, Sub 831, and approved July 16, 2012, by the Commission. 
Modifications filed with the Commission for approval will be evaluated 
under the same guidelines and parameters used in DEC’s most recently 
filed DSM/EE rider proceeding. 

 
33. If under the Flexibility Guidelines Commission approval of a modification 

is required, the Company shall file a petition prior to the implementation of 
the program change no later than 30 days prior to the proposed effective 
date, pursuant to Commission Rule R8-68. 

 
34. If under the Flexibility Guidelines advance notice is required, Duke Energy 

Carolinas shall file all program changes no later than 45 days prior to the 
proposed effective date of the change using the Advance Notice Program 
Modifications Reporting Template (Template). If any party has concern 
about the proposed program modification, it shall file comments with the 
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Commission within 25 days of the Company’s filing. 
 

35. The Company shall file on a quarterly basis using the Template a 
notification of all program changes that have been made without 
Commission preapproval or advance notice. 

 
36. Whenever a change in a program or measure goes into effect, the 

baseline cost effectiveness test results should be reset for the purposes 
of applying the Flexibility Guidelines to subsequent modifications. 

 
Evaluation, Measurement and Verification 

 
37.  

(a) EM&V of programs, conducted by an independent third-party using 
a nationally recognized protocol, will be performed to ensure that 
programs remain cost-effective. This protocol may be modified 
with approval of the Commission to reflect the evolution of best 
practices. 
 

(b) In order to create transparency related to the development of 
EM&V plans, in its annual EE/DSM Rider filing, the Company will 
provide testimony detailing all of the projected EM&V plans 
anticipated to be developed in the calendar year in which the rider 
filing is made. Additionally, prior to implementing any new EM&V 
plans or making material modifications to existing EM&V Plans, the 
Company will share the EM&V plans or modifications with the 
Public Staff and will share them with other stakeholders upon 
request. The Public Staff and any stakeholder electing to receive 
the EM&V plan may provide feedback on the EM&V Plans or major 
modifications within 10 days of receiving the EM&V plan, and the 
Companies shall notify a party within 10 days of receipt of the 
feedback of what actions, if any, they intend to take in response to 
the feedback, and justification if the Companies disagree with the 
feedback. 

 

38. EM&V will also include updates of any net-to-gross (NTG) factors related 
to previous NTG estimates for programs and measures. All of the updated 
information will be used in evaluating the continued cost-effectiveness of 
existing programs and portfolios, but updates to NTG estimates will not 
be applied retrospectively to measures that have been installed or 
program participation that has been recognized prior to the completion of 
the EM&V report. If it becomes apparent during the implementation of a 
program that NTG factors are substantially different than anticipated, the 
Company will file appropriate program adjustments with the Commission. 
Pursuant to the EM&V Agreement approved by the Commission in Docket 
No. E-7, Sub 979, for the Company’s EE programs, with the exception of 
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the Non-Residential Smart$aver Custom Rebate Program, initial EM&V 
results shall be applied retrospectively to the beginning of the program 
offering to replace initial estimates of impacts. For the purposes of the 
vintage true-ups, these initial EM&V results will be considered actual 
results for a program until the next EM&V results are received. The new 
EM&V results will then be considered actual results going forward and 
applied prospectively for the purposes of truing up vintages from the first 
day of the month immediately following the month in which the study 
participation sample for the EM&V was completed. This EM&V will then 
continue to apply and be considered actual results until it is superseded 
by new EM&V results, if any. 

 
39. EM&V for the Non-Residential Smart$aver Custom Rebate Program does 

not apply retrospectively and this program shall be trued up based on the 
actual participants and actual projects undertaken. 

 
Opt-Outs for Industrial Customers and Certain Commercial Customers 

 
40. Pursuant to Commission Rule R8-69(d), commercial customers with 

annual consumption of 1,000,000 kWh or greater in the billing months of 
the prior calendar year and all industrial customers may, by meeting 
certain requirements, elect not to participate in DSM/EE measures for 
which cost recovery is allowed through the DSM/EE rider and the 
DSM/EE EMF rider. For purposes of application of this option, a customer 
is defined as a metered account billed under a single application of a 
Company rate tariff. For commercial accounts, once one account meets 
the opt-out eligibility requirement, all other accounts billed to the same 
entity with lesser annual usage located on the same or contiguous 
properties are also eligible to opt out of the DSM/EE rider and the DSM/EE 
EMF rider. 

 
41. Pursuant to the Commission’s Orders in Docket No. E-7, Sub 938, eligible 

non-residential customers may opt out of either or both of the DSM and 
EE categories of programs for one or more vintage years, as well as opt 
back into either or both the categories for a later vintage year. If a 
customer opts back into the DSM category, it cannot opt out again for 
three years; however, a customer has the freedom to opt in or out of the 
EE category for each vintage year. Additionally, if a customer opts out of 
paying the Rider for a vintage year after one or more in which the 
customer was “opted in”; the Company can charge the customer 
subsequent DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF Riders only for those vintage 
years in which the customer actually participated in a DSM/EE program. 

 

42. Eligible customers may opt out of the Company’s EE or DSM programs 
each calendar year during the annual two-month enrollment period 
between November 1 and December 31 immediately prior to a new 
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DSM/EE rider becoming effective on January 1. Eligible new customers 
have sixty days after beginning service to opt out. 

 
43. In addition to the two month opt out period between November 1 and 

December 31 prior to the new DSM/EE rider becoming effective, during 
the first week of March (5 business days), customers who have previously 
opted out may elect to opt in and participate in EE and/or DSM programs 
during the remainder of the vintage year. Any customer choosing to opt 
in during the March window would be back-billed for the rider amount that 
they would have paid had the chosen to participate during the 
November/December enrollment period. 

 
Collaborative 

 
44. Duke Energy Carolinas will continue to conduct quarterly collaborative 

stakeholder meetings for the purpose of collaborating on new program 
ideas, reviewing modifications to existing programs, ensuring an accurate 
public understanding of the programs and funding, reviewing the EM&V 
process, giving periodic status reports on program progress, helping to 
set EM&V priorities, providing recommendations for the submission of 
applications to revise or extend programs and rate structures, and guiding 
efforts to expand cost-effective programs for low-income customers. 

 
45. The Collaborative should continue to be comprised of a broad spectrum 

of regional stakeholders that represent a balanced interest in the 
Company’s DSM/EE effort and its impacts, as well as national EE 
advocates and experts. To facilitate expeditious advancement of new 
programs and enhancements, the Collaborative will convene focused l 
working groups of interested parties to further investigate initiatives and 
topics. The Company will report to the Collaborative on the progress of all 
established working groups and will provide an annual update to the 
Commission, on establishment and progress of any working groups 
convened during a vintage year in the Annual DSM/EE Rider filing. The 
collaborative will continue to determine its own rules of operation, 
including the process for setting the agendas and activities of the group, 
consistent with these terms. Members agree to participate in the advisory 
group in good faith consistent with mutually agreed upon rules of 
participation. Meetings are open to additional parties who agree to the 
participation rules. 
 

 The Company will send the agenda for each bimonthly Collaborative 
meeting to all interested parties, including attorneys acting as legal 
counsel, 21 days before the meeting to allow potential participants to 
select an appropriate attendee. Parties who are unable to attend the 
bimonthly Collaborative meeting can provide feedback on agenda topics 
in advance of such meeting. Within 24 hours of the meeting concluding, 
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the Company will send the slide deck representing all the topics discussed 
in the meeting, along with a summary of each agenda item. If attorneys 
acting as legal counsel find that any of the topics in the agenda are 
relevant to the organization(s) they represent and warrant additional 
discussion, they may request and the Company will schedule an informal 
working group before the next bimonthly Collaborative meeting. The 
company will make all reasonable efforts to engage all interested parties 
prior to scheduling the bimonthly meetings when possible. 

 
46. Duke Energy Carolinas will provide information related to the 

development of EE and DSM to stakeholders in a transparent manner. 
The Company agrees to disclose program-related data at a level of detail 
similar to that which it has disclosed in other states or as disclosed by 
other regulated utilities in the Carolinas. The Company will share all 
aspects of the development and evaluation of programs, including the 
EM&V process. As part of regularly scheduled EM&V updates to 
Collaborative, the Company will provide updates on the creation of new 
EM&V plans and any material modifications to existing EM&V plans and 
will make the new EM&V plans and modified EM&V plans available at the 
request of any stakeholder. 

 
47. At its discretion, the Company may require confidentiality agreements 

with members who wish to review confidential data or any calculations that 
could be used to determine the data. Disclosure of this data would harm 
Duke Energy Carolinas competitively and could result in financial harm to 
its customers. 

 

48. Participation in the advisory group shall not preclude any party from 
participating in any Commission proceedings. 

 
General Structure of Riders 

 
49. All DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders shall be calculated and charged to 

customers based on the revenue requirements for each separate vintage 
year. Separate DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders shall be calculated for 
the Residential customer class and those rate schedules within the Non- 
Residential customer class that have Duke Energy Carolinas DSM/EE 
program options in which they can participate. One integrated 
(prospective) DSM/EE rider and one integrated DSM/EE EMF rider shall 
be calculated for the Residential class, to be effective each rate year. The 
integrated Residential DSM/EE EMF rider shall include all true-ups for 
each vintage year appropriately considered in each proceeding. Pursuant 
to the Commission’s Orders in Docket No. E-7, Sub 938, separate DSM 
and EE billing factors shall be calculated for the Non-Residential class. 
Additionally, the Non-Residential DSM and EE EMF billing factors shall 
be determined separately for each vintage year appropriately considered 
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in each proceeding, so that the factors can be appropriately charged to 
Non- Residential customers based on their opt-in/out status and 
participation for each vintage year. 

 
50A.  The annual filing date of DEC’s DSM/EE rider application, supporting 

testimony, and exhibits will be no later than 98 days prior to the hearing 
date prescribed by Commission Rule (currently the first Tuesday of June 
of each calendar year). Should the Company become aware prior to filing 
of a determined or possible change in the hearing date, the Company shall 
strive to file its application and associated documents no later than 98 
days prior to the changed hearing date. 

 
50B.  DEC shall not request that the annual hearing to consider the proposed 

DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders be held sooner than 98 days after the 
filing date of the Company’s application, supporting testimony, and 
Exhibits. 

 
Cost Recovery 

 
51. As provided in Rule R8-69 and N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.9(d), Duke 

Energy Carolinas shall be allowed to recover, through the DSM/EE rider, 
all reasonable and prudent costs reasonably and appropriately estimated 
to be incurred in expenses during the current rate period for DSM and EE 
programs that have been approved by the Commission under Rule R8-
68 and for the Efficiency Innovation Program, as outlined in Paragraph 31 
of this Mechanism. As permitted by N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.9(d), any of 
the Stipulating Parties may propose a procedure for the deferral and 
amortization in future DSM/EE riders of all or a portion of Duke Energy 
Carolinas’ reasonable and prudent costs to the extent those costs are 
intended to produce future benefits. 

 
52. The DSM/EE EMF rider shall reflect the difference between the 

reasonable and prudent costs incurred during the applicable test period 
(vintage year) and the revenues actually realized during such test period 
under the DSM/EE rider then in effect. 

 
53. The cost and expense information filed by Duke Energy Carolinas 

pursuant to Commission Rules R8-68(c) and R8-69(f) shall be 
categorized by measurement unit or program, as applicable, and vintage 
year, consistent with the presentation included in the Company’s 
application. 

 
54. In accordance with Commission Rule R8-69(b)(6), Duke Energy 

Carolinas may implement deferral accounting for over- and under 
recoveries of costs that are eligible for recovery through the annual 
DSM/EE rider. The balance in the deferral account(s), net of deferred 
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income taxes, may accrue a return at the net-of-tax rate of return approved 
in Duke Energy Carolinas’ then most recent general rate case. The 
methodology used for the calculation of interest shall be the same as that 
typically utilized for the Company’s Existing DSM Program rider 
proceeding (taking into account any extensions of the EMF measurement 
period pursuant to Commission Rule R8- 69(b)(2)). Pursuant to 
Commission Rule R8-69(c)(3), the Company is not allowed to accrue a 
return on Net Lost Revenues or the PPI. 

 
55. For purposes of cost recovery through the DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF 

riders, system-level costs shall be allocated to the North Carolina retail 
jurisdiction by use of the North Carolina and South Carolina allocation 
determinants in the following manner (no costs of any approved DSM or 
EE program will be allocated to the wholesale jurisdiction): 

 
a. For EE programs, the costs of each program will be allocated based on 

the annual energy requirements of North Carolina and South Carolina 
retail customers (grossed up for line losses), as reflected in the annual 
cost of service studies. 

 
b. For DSM programs, the aggregated costs of DSM programs will be 

allocated based on the production demand allocation method approved 
for North Carolina and South Carolina retail customers, as reflected in the 
annual cost of service studies. 

 
56. The allocation factors and inputs used to allocate the estimated rate 

period costs of DSM and EE programs shall be those drawn from the most 
recently filed cost of service study at the time the annual cost recovery filing 
is made. The allocations of costs shall be trued up at the time that finalized 
and trued- up costs for a given test period are initially passed through 
the DSM/EE EMF, using the most recently filed cost of service study at 
the time the filing is made (but for no later year than the vintage year being 
trued up). For subsequent true-ups of that vintage year, the cost of service 
study used will be the same as that used for the initial true-up. 
 

57. For purposes of recovery through the DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders, 
the Company’s North Carolina retail jurisdictional costs for approved DSM 
and EE programs and measures shall be assigned or allocated to North 
Carolina retail customer classes as follows. For EE programs offered to 
Residential or Non-Residential customers, the North Carolina retail 
jurisdictional costs will be directly assigned to the customer group to which 
the program is offered. For DSM programs, the aggregated North 
Carolina retail jurisdictional cost of those programs will be allocated to the 
Residential and Non-Residential classes based on the contribution of 
each class to the North Carolina retail jurisdictional peak demand used to 
make the jurisdictional allocation. The process of estimating and truing up 
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the class assignments and allocations will be the same as practiced for 
jurisdictional allocations. 

 
Net Lost Revenues 

 
58. Unless otherwise ordered by the Commission, when authorized pursuant 

to Rule R8-69(c), Duke Energy Carolinas shall be permitted to recover, 
through the DSM/EE and DSM/EE EMF riders, Net Lost Revenues 
associated with the implementation of approved DSM or EE 
measurement units, subject to the restrictions set out below. 

 
59. The North Carolina retail kWh sales reductions that result from an 

approved measurement unit installed in a given vintage year shall be 
eligible for use in calculating Net Lost Revenues eligible for recovery only 
for the first 36 months after the installation of the measurement unit. 
Thereafter, such kWh sales reductions will not be eligible for calculating 
recoverable Net Lost Revenues for that or any other vintage year. 

 
60. Programs or measures with the primary purpose of promoting general 

awareness and education of EE and DSM activities, as well as research 
and development activities, are ineligible for the recovery of Net Lost 
Revenues. 

 
61. In order to recover estimated Net Lost Revenues associated with a pilot 

program or measure, Duke Energy Carolinas must, in its application for 
program or measure approval, demonstrate (a) that the program or 
measure is of a type that is intended to be developed into a full-scale, 
Commission-approved program or measure, and (b) that it will implement 
an EM&V plan based on industry-accepted protocols for the program or 
measure. No pilot program or measure will be eligible for Net Lost 
Revenue recovery upon true-up unless it (a) is ultimately proven to have 
been cost- effective, and (b) is developed into a full-scale, commercialized 
program. 

 
62. Notwithstanding the allowance of 36 months’ Net Lost Revenues 

associated with eligible kWh sales reductions, the kWh sales reductions 
that result from measurement units installed shall cease being eligible for 
use in calculating Net Lost Revenues as of the effective date of (a) a 
Commission- approved alternative recovery mechanism that accounts for 
the eligible Net Lost Revenues associated with eligible kWh sales 
reductions, or (b) the implementation of new rates approved by the 
Commission in a general rate case or comparable proceeding to the 
extent the rates set in the general rate case or comparable proceeding are 
set to explicitly or implicitly recover the Net Lost Revenues associated with 
those kWh sales reductions. 
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63. Recoverable Net Lost Revenues shall be calculated in a manner that 
appropriately reflects the incremental revenue losses suffered by the 
Company, net of avoided fuel and non-fuel variable O&M expenses. 

 
64. Total Net Lost Revenues as measured for the 36-month period identified 

in paragraph 59 above shall be reduced by Net Found Revenues during 
the same periods (offset by any negative found revenues found 
appropriate and reasonable by the Commission pursuant to the provisions 
of Paragraph 7 of this Mechanism and other factors deemed applicable 
by the Commission). The “decision tree” adopted by Order in Docket No. 
E-7, Sub 831 on February 8, 2011, should be applied for determining what 
constitutes Net Found Revenues. Duke Energy Carolinas shall closely 
monitor its utility activities to determine if they are causing a customer to 
increase demand or consumption, and shall identify and track all such 
activities with the aid of the “decision tree,” so that they may be evaluated 
by intervening parties and the Commission as potential Net Found 
Revenues. Net found revenues shall be calculated in an appropriate and 
reasonable manner that mirrors the calculation used to determine Net 
Lost Revenues. 

 
65. Recoverable Net Lost Revenues shall ultimately be based on kWh sales 

reductions and kW savings verified by the EM&V process and approved 
by the Commission. Recoverable Net Lost Revenues shall be estimated 
and trued-up, on a vintage year basis, as follows: 

 
a. As part of the DSM/EE rider approved in each annual cost and incentive 

recovery proceeding, Duke Energy Carolinas shall be allowed to recover 
the appropriate and reasonable level of recoverable Net Lost Revenues 
associated with each applicable program and vintage year (subject to the 
limitations set forth in this Mechanism), estimated to be experienced during 
the rate period for which the DSM/EE rider is being set. 

b. Net lost revenues related to any given program/measure and vintage year 
shall be trued-up through the DSM/EE EMF rider in subsequent annual cost 
and incentive recovery proceedings based on the Commission-approved 
results of the appropriate EM&V studies related to the program/measure 
and vintage year, as determined pursuant to the EM&V Agreement. 

 
c. The true-up shall be calculated based on the difference between projected 

and actual recoverable Net Lost Revenues for each measurement unit and 
vintage year under consideration, accounting for any differences derived 
from the completed and reviewed EM&V studies, including: (1) the 
projected and actual number of installations per measurement unit; (2) the 
projected and actual net kWh and kW savings per installation; (3) the 
projected and actual gross lost revenues per kWh and kW saved; and (4) 
the projected and actual deductions from gross lost revenues per kWh and 
kW saved. 
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d. The reduction in Net Lost Revenues due to Net Found Revenues (offset 

by any approved and applicable negative found revenues) shall be trued 
up in a manner consistent with the true-up of Net Lost Revenues. 

 
e. The combined total of all vintage year true-ups calculated in a given year's 

Rule R8-69 proceeding shall be incorporated into the appropriate DSM/EE 
EMF billing factor. 

 
f. To the extent a revenue decoupling rider is in effect for customers served 

by the Company, the recoverable NLR, based on kWh sales reductions 
and kW savings verified by the EM&V process and approved by the 
Commission for a Vintage Year for customers included in decoupling, shall 
be included in the calculation of the revenue decoupling mechanism. This 
inclusion in revenue decoupling will ensure that NLR continue to be directly 
tied to verified results of EE programs but are not double-recovered from 
customers included in the revenue decoupling mechanism. 

 
66. Recoverable Net Lost Revenues shall be directly assigned to the program 

and vintage year with which they are associated. 
 
Portfolio Performance Incentive (PPI) and Program Return Incentive (PRI) 

 
67. When authorized pursuant to Rule R8-69(c), Duke Energy Carolinas shall 

be allowed to collect a PPI and PRI, as each is applicable, for its DSM/EE 
portfolio for each vintage year, separable into Residential, Non-
Residential DSM, and Non-Residential EE categories. The PPI and PRI, 
as applicable, shall be subject to the restrictions set out below. 

 
68. Programs or measures with the primary purpose of promoting general 

awareness of and education about EE and DSM activities, as well as 
research and development activities, are ineligible to be included in the 
portfolio for purposes of the PPI or PRI calculations. 

 
69. Unless (a) the Commission approves Duke Energy Carolinas’ specific 

request that a pilot program or measure be eligible for PPI or PRI inclusion 
when Duke Energy Carolinas seeks approval of that program or 
measure, and (b) the pilot is ultimately commercialized, pilot programs or 
measures are ineligible for and the benefits and costs associated with 
those pilots will not be factored into the calculation of the PPI or PRI. 

 
70. In its annual filing, pursuant to Commission Rule R8-69(f), Duke Energy 

Carolinas shall file an exhibit that indicates, for each Program or Measure 
for which it seeks a PPI or PRI, the annual projected and actual utility costs, 
participant costs, number of Measurement Units installed, per kW and 
kWh impacts for each Measurement Unit, and per kW and kWh avoided 
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costs for each Measurement Unit, consistent with the UCT, related to the 
applicable Vintage Year installations that it requests the Commission to 
approve. Upon its review, the Commission will make findings based on 
Duke Energy Carolinas’ annual filing for each Program or Measure that is 
included in an estimated or trued-up PPI or PRI calculation for any given 
Vintage Year. 

 
71. Low-Income programs and other specified societal programs approved 

with expected UCT results less than 1.00 and other non-cost-effective 
programs with similar societal benefits as approved by the Commission 
shall not be included in the portfolio for purposes of the PPI calculation 
until they demonstrate UCT results greater than 1.00. However, such 
programs will be eligible for the PRI, if so approved by the Commission, 
until they demonstrate UCT results greater than 1.00. 

 
72. The PPI shall be based on net dollar savings for Duke Energy Carolinas’ 

DSM/EE portfolio, as calculated using the UCT, on a total system basis. 
The North Carolina retail jurisdictional and class portions of the system- 
basis net dollar savings shall be determined in the same manner as 
utilized to determine the North Carolina retail jurisdictional and class 
portions of recoverable system costs. 

 
73. Unless the Commission determines otherwise in an annual DSM/EE rider 

proceeding, and subject to the factors and limitations set forth elsewhere 
in this Mechanism, beginning for Vintage Year 2022, the amount of the 
pre- income-tax PPI initially to be recovered for the entire DSM/EE 
portfolio for a vintage year shall be equal to 10.60% multiplied by the 
present value of the estimated net dollar savings associated with the 
DSM/EE portfolio installed in that vintage year, calculated by DSM/EE 
program using the UCT (and excluding Low -Income Programs and other 
specified societal programs). The present value of the estimated net dollar 
savings shall be the difference between the present value of the annual 
lifetime avoided cost savings for measurement units projected to be 
installed in that vintage year and the present value of the annual lifetime 
program costs for those measurement units. The annual lifetime avoided 
cost savings for measurement units installed in the applicable vintage 
year shall be calculated by multiplying the number of each specific type 
of measurement unit projected to be installed in that vintage year by the 
most current estimates of each lifetime year’s per installation kW and kWh 
savings and by the most current estimates of each lifetime year’s per kW 
and kWh avoided costs. In calculating the forecasted initial PPI it will be 
assumed that projections will be achieved. 

 
74. Beginning with Vintage Year 2022, the dollar amount of the pre-tax PPI 

ultimately allowed for each Vintage Year, after true-up pursuant to 
Paragraph 85 of this Mechanism, shall be no greater than the dollar 
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amount that produces a 19.50% margin over the aggregate pre-tax 
Program Costs for the Vintage Year of those programs in the Portfolio that 
are eligible for the PPI. Likewise, the dollar amount of the pre-tax PPI 
ultimately allowed for each Vintage Year, after true-up pursuant to 
Paragraph 85 of this Mechanism, shall be no less than the dollar amount 
that produces the following margins over the aggregate pre-tax Program 
Costs for the Vintage Year of those programs in the Portfolio that are 
eligible for the PPI. 

 
Vintage Year 2022: 10.00% 

Vintage Year 2023: 6.00% 

Vintage Year 2024: 2.50% 

Vintage Year 2025 and afterwards, 
until the next Mechanism review 
is completed: 

 
 

2.50% 

 
When making its initial estimates of the PPI pursuant to this Mechanism, 
Duke Energy Carolinas shall utilize the best and most accurate estimate 
of the margin and the resulting PPI percentage it can determine at that 
time. 

 
75. At the outset of the application of this Mechanism, the entire PPI related 

to a vintage year shall be recoverable in the rate period covering that 
vintage year (subject to true-up). However, any of the Stipulating Parties 
may propose a procedure to convert a vintage year PPI into a stream of 
levelized annual payments not to exceed ten years through Vintage Year 
2021, accounting for and incorporating Duke Energy Carolinas’ overall 
weighted average net-of-tax rate of return approved in Duke Energy 
Carolinas' most recent general rate case as the appropriate discount rate. 
After Vintage Year 2021, the PPI will be recovered in the proceedings in 
which the applicable Vintage Year’s revenue requirements are estimated 
or trued up. Levelized annual payments applicable to Programs in prior 
vintage periods will continue until all such amounts are recovered. 

76. The PRI shall be based on the gross avoided costs of those programs 
eligible for the PRI. The North Carolina retail jurisdictional and class 
portions of the system-basis gross dollar savings shall be determined in 
the same manner as utilized to determine the North Carolina retail 
jurisdictional and class portions of recoverable system costs. 

 
77. Unless the Commission determines otherwise in an annual N.C. Gen. Stat. 

§ 62-133.9 DSM/EE rider proceeding, and subject to the factors and 
limitations set forth in this Mechanism, beginning for Vintage Year 2022 
the amount of the pre-income-tax PRI initially to be recovered for Low 
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Income Programs and other specified societal programs not eligible for a 
PPI shall be a percentage, as determined pursuant to this Mechanism, 
multiplied by the present value of the estimated gross dollar avoided cost 
savings associated with the applicable DSM/EE Programs installed in that 
Vintage Year, used in determination of the UCT. The present value of the 
estimated gross dollar savings shall be determined in the same manner 
as used for Programs eligible for the PPI. 

 
78. The percentage used to determine the estimated PRI for each Vintage 

Year shall be 10.60%. This percentage will be multiplied by the Vintage 
Year avoided costs projected to be generated by each approved PRI-
eligible program. When making its initial estimates of the PRI, DEC shall 
utilize the best and most accurate estimate of the UCT and the resulting 
PRI percentage it can determine at that time. 

 
79. For the PPI and PRI for Vintage Years 2025 and afterwards, the program-

specific per kW system and per kWh system energy benefits will be 
derived from the underlying resource plan, production cost model, and 
cost inputs that generated system benefits reflected in the Commission’s 
most recently adopted CPIRP as of December 31 of the year immediately 
preceding the date of the annual DSM/EE rider filing. The projected EE 
portfolio hourly shape is used for the purposes of determining the avoided 
energy benefit; however, to ensure that energy efficiency is primarily 
avoiding marginal fossil fuel generation, future incremental renewable 
energy resources are removed from the CPIRP for purposes of 
determining the avoided energy benefit. For the purposes of determining 
avoided capacity benefits for EE/DSM resources, the 20- year levelized 
costs of a dispatchable clean-energy pure capacity resource are used. 
Beginning in 2025, a Hydrogen-Capable Advanced Class CT, including 
fixed O&M and intrastate fuel transportation costs, will be utilized as the 
pure capacity resource until an alternative dispatchable clean-energy 
pure capacity resource is identified in future CPIRPs. 

 
80. No later than December 31, 2024, Duke Energy Carolinas and the Public 

Staff will jointly review the avoided transmission and avoided distribution 
(avoided T&D) benefits to be used in the Company’s prospective 
calculations of cost-effectiveness and achieved net dollar savings utilizing 
the agreed upon process that was jointly developed with the Public Staff 
in 2022. As described in Paragraph 81 below, any updates to the avoided 
T&D benefits would be applied for the projection of Vintage Year 2026 in 
the Company’s 2025 Annual EE/DSM Rider Filing. 

 

81. The per kW avoided T&D benefits used to calculate net savings for a 
Vintage Year shall be reviewed and updated at least every three years. In 
its initial testimony for its Annual EE/DSM Rider, the Company shall 
update the Commission on the change in avoided T&D benefits. 
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82. With the exception of a one-time reconciliation of Vintage 2025, unless 

the Stipulating Parties agree otherwise, Duke Energy Carolinas shall not 
be allowed to update the system benefit values associated with both 
capacity and energy savings after filing its annual cost and incentive 
recovery application for purposes of determining the DSM/EE and 
DSM/EE EMF riders in that proceeding. 

 
83. When Duke Energy Carolinas files for its annual cost recovery under Rule 

R8-69, it shall comply with the filing requirements of Rule R8-69(f)(1)(iii), 
reporting all final measurement and verification data to assist the 
Commission and Public Staff in their review and monitoring of the impacts 
of the DSM and EE measures. 

 
84. Duke Energy Carolinas bears the burden of proving all dollar savings and 

costs included in calculating the PPI and PRI. As provided in Rule R8- 
68(c)(3)(iii), Duke Energy Carolinas shall be responsible for the EM&V of 
energy and peak demand savings consistent with its EM&V plan. 

 
85. The PPI and PRI for each vintage year shall ultimately be based on net 

or gross dollar savings, as applicable, as verified by the EM&V process 
and approved by the Commission. The PPI and PRI for each vintage year 
shall be trued-up as follows: 

 
a. As part of the DSM/EE rider approved in each annual cost and incentive 

recovery proceeding, Duke Energy Carolinas shall be allowed to recover 
an appropriately and reasonably estimated PPI and PRI (subject to the 
limitations set forth in this Mechanism) associated with the vintage year 
covered by the rate period in which the DSM/EE rider is to be in effect. 

 
b. The PPI and PRI related to any given vintage year shall be trued-up 

through the DSM/EE EMF rider in subsequent annual cost and incentive 
recovery proceedings based on the Commission-approved results of the 
appropriate EM&V studies related to the program/measure and vintage 
year, as determined pursuant to the EM&V Agreement. 

 

c. The PPI amount ultimately to be recovered for a given vintage year shall 
be based on the present value of the actual net dollar savings derived 
from all measurement units installed in that vintage year, as associated 
with each DSM/EE program offered during that year (excluding Low 
Income Programs and other specified societal programs), and calculated 
by DSM/EE program using the UCT. The present value of the actual net 
dollar savings shall be the difference between the present value of the 
annual lifetime avoided cost savings for measurement units installed in 
that vintage year and the present value of the annual lifetime program 
costs for those measurement units. The annual lifetime avoided cost 
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savings for measurement units installed in the applicable vintage year 
shall be calculated by multiplying the number of each specific type of 
measurement unit installed in that vintage year by each lifetime year’s per 
installation kW and kWh savings (as verified by the appropriate EM&V 
study pursuant to the EM&V agreement) and by each lifetime year’s per 
kW and kWh avoided costs as determined when calculating the initially 
estimated PPI for the vintage year. The ultimate PPI will also be subject 
to the additional factors and limitations set forth in this Mechanism. The 
Stipulating Parties agree to make all reasonable efforts to ensure that all 
vintages are fully trued-up within 24 months of the vintage program year. 

 
d. The amount of the PRI ultimately to be recovered for a given Vintage Year 

shall be based on the present value of the actual gross dollar savings 
derived from all Measurement Units installed in that Vintage Year, as 
associated with each DSM/EE program offered during that year that is 
eligible for the PRI. Furthermore, the percentage used to determine the 
final PRI for each Vintage Year will be based on the Company’s ability to 
maintain or improve the cost effectiveness of the PRI-eligible programs. 
The PRI percentage for each PRI-eligible Program will be determined by 
comparing (1) the projected UCT ratio for the portfolio of PRI-eligible 
Programs for the Vintage Year at the time of the Company’s DSM Rider 
filing first estimating that projected Vintage Year UCT ratio to (2) the actual 
UCT ratio achieved for that portfolio of PRI-eligible Programs as that 
Vintage Year is trued up in future filings. The ratio (UCT actual/UCT 
estimate) will then be multiplied by 10.60% to determine the PRI 
percentage that will be applied to the actual avoided costs generated by 
each approved PRI- eligible program. At no time will the PRI percentage 
utilized fall below 2.65% or rise above 13.25%. The present value of the 
estimated gross dollar savings shall be determined in the same manner as 
used for determining the recovery of the ultimate PPI. The ultimate PRI will 
also be subject to the additional factors and limitations set forth in this 
Mechanism. The Stipulating Parties agree to make all reasonable efforts 
to ensure that all vintages are fully trued-up within 24 months of the vintage 
program year. 

 

e. A program’s eligibility for a PPI or PRI will be determined at the time of filing 
the projection for a Vintage Year and will continue to be eligible for the 
same incentive at the time of the Vintage Year true- up. 

 
f. If a program previously eligible for a PRI becomes cost effective under 

the UCT, it will no longer be eligible to receive a PRI in the next projected 
Vintage Year for the program, but will be eligible for the PPI. 

 
86. The combined total of all vintage year true-ups of the PPI calculated in a 

given year's Rule R8-69 proceeding shall be incorporated into the 
appropriate DSM/EE EMF billing factor. 
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87. The PRI will be determined on the basis of the avoided costs employed 

in the determination of the UCT. PRI amounts will be assigned to the 
Program in which they were earned. 

 
88. The PPI for each vintage year shall be allocated to DSM and EE programs 

in proportion to the present value net dollar savings of each program for 
the vintage year, as calculated pursuant to the method described herein. 

 
Other Incentives 

 
89. As further incentive to motivate the Company to aggressively pursue 

savings from cost-effective EE and DSM Programs, if the Company 
achieves annual energy savings of 1.0% of the prior year's Duke Energy 
Carolinas system retail electricity sales, in any year during the four-year 
2022-2025 period, the Company will receive an additional incentive of 
$500,000 for that year. During that same period, if the Company fails to 
achieve annual energy savings of 0.5% of retail sales, net of sales 
associated with customers opting out of the Company’s EE programs, the 
Company will reduce its EE revenue requirement by $500,000. 
Verification of this achievement will be obtained through the EM&V 
process discussed elsewhere in this Mechanism. 

 
Financial Reporting Requirements 

 
90. In its quarterly ES-1 Reports to the Commission, Duke Energy Carolinas 

shall calculate and present its primary North Carolina retail jurisdictional 
earnings by including all actual EE and DSM program revenues, including 
PPI, PRI, and Net Lost Revenue incentives (net of the NLRs that are being 
returned to customers through the annual revenue decoupling 
mechanism), and costs. Additionally, the Company shall prepare and 
present (a) supplementary schedules setting forth its North Carolina retail 
jurisdictional earnings excluding the effects of the    PPI and PRI; (b) 
supplementary schedules setting forth its North Carolina retail 
jurisdictional earnings excluding the effects of the Company’s EE and 
DSM programs; and (c) supplementary schedules setting forth earnings, 
including overall rates of return, returns on common equity, and margins 
over program costs actually realized from its EE and DSM programs in 
total and stated separately by program class (program classes are hereby 
defined to be (i) EE programs and (ii) DSM programs). Detailed 
workpapers shall be provided for each scenario described above. Such 
workpapers, at a minimum, shall clearly show actual revenues, expenses, 
taxes, operating income, rate base/investment, including components, 
and the applicable capitalization ratios and cost rates, including overall 
rate of return and return on common equity. Net lost revenues realized 
(estimated, if not known) for each reporting period shall be clearly 
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disclosed as supplemental information. 
 
Review of Mechanism 

 
91. The terms and conditions of this Mechanism shall be reviewed by the 

Commission every four years, meaning the next review shall occur no later 
than December 31, 2028, and continuing every four years thereafter, 
unless otherwise ordered by the Commission. The Company and other 
parties shall submit any proposed changes to the Commission for 
approval at the time of the filing of the Company’s annual DSM/EE rider 
filing. During the time of review, the Mechanism shall remain in effect until 
further order of the Commission revising the terms of the Mechanism or 
taking such other action as the Commission may deem appropriate. 

 
No Precedential Effect 

 
92. The terms of this Mechanism, including the methods and results of 

determining the PPI, PRI, as well as the other incentives outlined in 
Paragraph 89, shall not be considered precedential for any purpose other 
than their application to eligible DSM/EE Programs and costs and utility 
incentive recovery associated with those Programs, and only until those 
terms are next partially or wholly reviewed. 
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